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ABSTRACT

Within the great interest in the characterization of genomic structural variants

(SVs) in the human genome, inversions present unique challenges and have been

little studied. This thesis has developed GRIAL, a new algorithm focused specif-

ically in detect and map accurately inversions from paired-end mapping (PEM)

data, which is the most widely used method to detect SVs. GRIAL is based on

geometrical rules to cluster, merge and refine both breakpoints of putative inver-

sions. That way, we have been able to predict hundreds of inversions in the human

genome. In addition, thanks to the different GRIAL quality scores, we have been

able to identify spurious PEM-patterns and their causes, and discard a big fraction

of the predicted inversions as false positives. Furthermore, we have created In-

vFEST, the first database of human polymorphic inversions, which represents the

most reliable catalogue of inversions and integrates all the associated information

from multiple sources. Currently, InvFEST combines information from 34 dif-

ferent studies and contains 1092 candidate inversions, which are categorized based

on internal scores and manual curation. Finally, the analysis of all the data gener-

ated has provided information on the genomic patterns of inversions, contributing

decisively to the understanding of the map of human polymorphic inversions.
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RESUMEN

Dentro del estudio de las variantes estructurales en el genoma humano, las

inversiones presentan retos específicos y han sido poco caracterizadas. Esta tesis

aborda este problema a través de la implementación de GRIAL un nuevo algoritmo

específicamente diseñado para detectar y localizar de forma precisa las inversiones

a partir de datos de mapeo de secuencias apareadas PEM1, que es el método más uti-

lizado para estudiar la variación estructural. GRIAL se basa en reglas geométricas

para agrupar los patrones de PEM correspondientes a los posibles puntos de rotura

y refinar su localización para cada inversión. Los resultados de GRIAL nos per-

mitieron predecir cientos de inversiones en el genoma humano. Además, gracias

a la creación de índices de fiabilidad para las predicciones, se ha podido identificar

patrones de inversión incorrectos y sus causas, descartando un gran número de

predicciones posiblemente falsas. Por otra parte, se ha creado InvFEST, la primera

base de datos dedicada a inversiones polimórficas en el genoma humano, la cual

representa el catálogo más fiable de inversiones e integra toda la información aso-

ciada disponible de múltiples fuentes. Actualmente, InvFEST combina informa-

ción de 34 estudios diferentes e incluye 1092 inversiones clasificadas según crite-

rios internos y anotación manual. Por último el análisis de toda la información

generada, nos ha permitido describir los patrones genómicos de las inversiones

contribuyendo decisivamente a descifrar el mapa de las inversiones polimórficas

humanas.

1del inglés paired-end mapping (PEM)
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PREFACE

A little more than a decade pass from the completion of the Human Genome Project,

the efficiency of DNA sequencing has drastically improved. The high throughput next

generation sequencing (NGS) technologies have been reducing the cost and are increas-

ing the capacity for sequence production of thousand of individuals at an unprecedented

rate on within different international project [1000 Genomes Project et al., 2012; Inter-

national Cancer Genome et al., 2010]. These newest sequencing technologies adding to

traditional Sanger sequencing have significantly changed how genomic research is con-

ducted, and have provided new insights on the genetic basis of phenotypic and disease-

susceptibility differences between individuals through the uncovered an unprecedented

degree of structural variation in the human genome.

Although the Database of Genomic Variants (DGV) is showing the great advances

on identifying of several types of variations among individual genomes. The genomic

inversions have been relatively disregarded compared to copy number variations (CNVs)

due to their difficulty of study that makes the analysis of these variants on the sequenced

genomes very challenging mainly due to the complex, and repetitive nature of human

genomes that in particular become much harder when dealing with balanced rearrange-

ments.

This thesis starts in chapter 1 with a general introduction on the study of structural

variation with particular emphasizing in the inversions. This chapter exposed the state-

ment of the scientific problem addressed and the main objective of the thesis project.

The results have three integral parts that have a strong connection to each other from

a methodological point of view, each part is addressing different levels of study of the
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PREFACE

inversions and are represented in the three manuscript of papers in chapters of results

(2, 3, 4).

The first result in chapters 2 is focused on genome sequence analysis, in particular

development of computational methods for structural variation discovery in sequenced

genomes. We present our effort in developing novel paired-end mapping algorithm

for identifying specifically inversions, adding also two scores to assess the reliability of

the predictions, as well as a new dataset of inversion predictions discovered in multiple

sample genomes. In this part, we also address some problems of paired-end sequencing

experiment, based on fosmid clones. The second result of this thesis in chapters 3, is

focused on develop a data base for a comprehensive integration of all information about

the inversions in the human genome. In this case we create an alternative data source

centered on human inversions studies, to store the predicted inversions and their accu-

rate break points, validation status or population distribution among other data. The

last third result of this thesis in the chapters 4 is, however, focused on the descriptive

analysis of genomic patterns of the current information about human inversion poly-

morphisms. We discuss several features of the most reliable catalogue of inversion that

represent a preliminary characterization of this variant in the human genome that is

paramount to better understanding of the possible biases and trends in the detection of

inversions in human genome.

The chapter 5 is a general discussion that presents in a integrated global result the

three topic developed in the thesis project and their contributions. The thesis concludes

with the chapter 6 that are a general conclusion of the thesis. The different results of

this work have been presented at the RECOMB/ISCB 2012 and ISMB/ECCB 2012 and

2013 conferences. The chapter 3 is already published in Nucleic Acids Research (NAR)

2013. Finally in the appendix part are also presented two scientific articles in which the

developing of this thesis has collaborated.
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CHAPTER 1

GENERAL INTRODUCTION

1.1 The study of the human genome

One decade since the completion of "The Human Genome Project" (HGP) [Venter

et al., 2001; Lander et al., 2001], biological sciences face at present with great impetus

their main challenges, the deciphering of genome functions and understanding the com-

plex way in which the genome sequences are translated into a big variety of phenotypic

characteristics of individuals. Furthermore, the biomedical interest has intensified the

thorough investigations of individual genome variation.

A wide variety of large-scale projects have been already launched to investigate the

human genome from diverse perspectives and are focused on different aspects. One

of the main targets was to find and annotate all functional elements in the human

genome. With this goal, a public research consortium was created which launched "The

Encyclopedia of DNA Elements Project" (ENCODE). The release of the initial results

of this project has provided a complete map of the identification and detailed annotation

of a wide variety of functional elements in the human genome. The analysis began from

a little percentage (1%) of the human genome sequence [ENCODE Project et al., 2007],

but it has scaled up to the study of the entire genome [ENCODE Project et al., 2012].

1



1. GENERAL INTRODUCTION

This knowledge is very important for the study of gene functionality, the complexity

involved in the regulation of gene expression levels [Myers et al., 2007] as well as in the

disease association studies [Estivill and Armengol, 2007] that will certainly enable us

to discover potential drug targets and to develop personalized medicine in the future.

Another important scientific aim after the completion of the human genome is

the understanding of the nature and patterns of variation within the human species,

including both common and rare variants, and its use as markers in linkage and as-

sociation analysis. Initially, the focus of variation discovery was targeted on single

nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs), which are changes in one base between sequences.

"The HapMap Project" [International HapMap Project, 2003] was launched with the

goal of developing high-density SNP genotyping technology to provide the scientific

and medical community ample information about common SNPs and identify haplo-

type blocks for the analysis of human variation and their potential associations with

human complex traits and diseases [International HapMap I Project, 2005; Hinds et al.,

2005]. From the estimated 15 million places along our genomes where one base can

differ from one person or population to another, around three million (3.1× 106) such

locations have already been validated and characterized as SNPs in the second phase of

the project [International HapMap II Project et al., 2007]. In addition, they have been

charted using genotyping assays in 270 individuals from 4 geographically diverse human

populations [International HapMap II Project et al., 2007]. The project has continued

evolving by extending the reference panel on 7 additional populations, and in the third

phase 1.6 million common SNPs were genotyped in 1184 reference individuals from

a total of 11 global populations, and ten regions of 100 kb were sequenced in 692 of

these individuals [International HapMap III Project et al., 2010]. This resulted in the

characterization of population-specific differences among low-frequency variants, and

the improvement of imputation accuracy, especially for variants with a minor allele

frequency (≤5%).

The convergence of new technologies that can genotype hundreds of thousands of

SNPs markers, together with comprehensive annotation of genetic variation and func-

tional elements, has contributed to "the genome-wide association studies" (GWAS).

2



1.1 The study of the human genome

This has generated several very active lines of research, such as the "expression quanti-

tative trait loci" (eQTL) mapping studies, that have become a widely used tool for iden-

tifying DNA sequence variations that cause changes in regulation of gene expression,

which in turn could have profound effects on cellular states [Nica and Dermitzakis,

2013; Ackermann et al., 2013]. In these studies, expression levels are viewed as quan-

titative traits, and gene expression phenotypes are mapped to particular genomic loci

by combining data of gene-expression variation patterns with genome-wide genotyping

[Gilad et al., 2008]. Results from recent eQTL mapping studies have revealed subs-

tantial heritable variation in gene expression within and between populations. These

variations could affect tissue development and may ultimately lead to pathological phe-

notypes [Zhong et al., 2010; Bossé, 2013].

The large efforts on the application of GWAS for the analysis of genome function,

especially in the context of studies of genome variation has also allowed the disco-

very of regions of the genome that harbor genetic variants that confer risk to different

types of complex diseases [Kingsmore et al., 2008]. The GWAS provide encouraging

successes in research on several types of cancer disease [Chen et al., 2013; Chung et al.,

2010] as well as coronary heart disease and diabetes disease [Qi et al., 2013] and also

neurodegenerative disorders such as alzheimer disease and parkinson disease [Chung

et al., 2013].

In more recent years, the improvement of molecular analysis techniques have raised

to a new level comparative genomic assays. In particular, the great advances in sequenc-

ing technology, referred to as next-generation high-throughput sequencing has spurred

the race to sequence genomes for individuals and tissues as well. In the last years, many

genome sequences of new individuals have been published [Levy et al., 2007; Bentley

et al., 2008; Wang et al., 2008; Wheeler et al., 2008; Fujimoto et al., 2010; Lilleoja et al.,

2012; Gupta et al., 2012; Shen et al., 2013; Azim et al., 2013]. Additionally, there are ac-

tive projects such as "The 1000 Genomes Project" for sequencing the genome of many

more individuals, which recently made the announcement of the official release of the

phase3 [1000 Genomes Project et al., 2010]. The current outcomes of this project, it has

been described the genomes of 1,092 individuals from 14 populations, constructed us-

ing a combination of low-coverage whole-genome and exome sequencing. This resource
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captures up to 98% of accessible single nucleotide polymorphisms at a frequency of 1%

in related populations, providing a validated haplotype map of 38 million SNPs, but

also 1.4 million short insertions and deletions (indels) or copy number polymorphism

(CNP), and more than 14,000 structural variants. This data enables analysis of common

and low-frequency variants in individuals from diverse populations, showing, by charac-

terizing the geographic and functional spectrum of human genetic variation, that indi-

viduals from different populations carry different profiles of rare and common variants,

and that low-frequency variants show substantial geographic differentiation, which may

be further increased by the action of purifying selection. [1000 Genomes Project et al.,

2012]. Moreover, at present there are many more available data from exome sequenc-

ing, and also several other projects focused on sequencing the genomes of different types

of cancer tissues and complex diseases[International Cancer Genome et al., 2010].

Although the International Human Genome Reference Consortium provides us

a powerful tool with the human reference sequence. Still around ∼240 Mb (8%) of

sequence is missing in the reference assembly (GRCh37 stats) [International Human

Genome Sequencing, 2004]. The gaps in sequences can be hiding the detection of new

structural variations. In addition, around ∼5% of human genome is covered by seg-

mental duplications (SDs), which are regions of interest for the study of SV but are

hard to analyze [Bailey et al., 2001; Marques-Bonet et al., 2009; Uddin et al., 2011].

This summary illustrates the extraordinary amount of information that is being

accumulated, and the use of this information is one of the present main challenges

of scientific community to address interesting questions related to human evolution,

variation and disease.

1.2 Genomic structural variation

During the last years only, on the trail of two groundbreaking studies [Sebat et al.,

2004; Iafrate et al., 2004], the discovery of an unexpected abundance of submicroscopic

structural changes has expanded the paradigm of the variation in the human genome

(see Table 1.1). These findings lead researchers to predict that genomic "structural

variants" (SVs) are as important as SNPs, short tandem repeats (STRs) and other small
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changes in their contribution to genome variation. Furthermore, SVs may affect a wide

range of the genome, containing even entire genes and their regulatory regions. As

with SNPs, probably most of these types of variant are neutral and in many genomic

regions have no obvious phenotypic consequence on the individuals that carry them.

However, this other level of variation has resulted in a great interest in the study of

structural variation.

Table 1.1: Genetic variation in the human genome.

Genomic variation Description Size rage1

Changes in a single
base-pair

Single nucleotide
polymorphisms, point mutations

1 bp

Small InDel Insertion/Deletion events of
short sequences usually <10 bp
in size

1−50 bp

Short tandem
repeats

Microsatellites, Microsatellite
and other simple repeats

∼10−500 bp

Fine-scale variation Deletions, duplications, tandem
repeats, inversions

50 bp to 1 kb

Structural variation CNV, inversions, translocations ∼1 kb to several Mb
Chromosomal
variation

Euchromatic variants, huge2

deletions, duplications,
translocations, inversions, and
aneuploidy

>5 Mb to entire
chromosome

1 These size ranges quoted are indicative only of the scale, not an strictly definition.
2 Cytogenetically visible.

The general definition of SVs is a change in the DNA sequence of a region of

genome ranging in size approximately between 500 bp and 5 Mb in size, usually greater

than 1 kb for operative purposes [Sharp et al., 2006]. These changes could be balanced

or unbalanced genomic rearrangements, depending if there is gain or loss of DNA,

such as in deletions, duplications, and insertions, three types which are usually referred

to as copy number variants (CNVs), or not, such as those that involve a change in

orientation, referred to as genomic inversions, and translocations, which represent the
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transference of DNA sequence to a nonhomologous region of another chromosome

(reciprocal or non-reciprocal) (see Table 1.2).

Table 1.2: Description of genomic structural variation.

Structural
Variation type

Definition

Copy-number
variant (CNV)
or
Copy-number
polymorphism
(CNP)

A change that involves a segment of DNA ≥1 kb which is
present at a variable copy number in comparison with a
reference genome. If a CNV occurs in more than 1% of the
population is referred as CNP. Classes of CNVs include
insertions, deletions and duplications. Segmental duplications
or low-copy repeats can therefore also be CNVs that occurs in
two or more copies per haploid genome, with the different
copies sharing >90% sequence identity

Translocation A change in position of a chromosomal segment within a
genome that involves no change to the total DNA content.
Translocations can be intra- or inter- chromosomal

Inversion A segment of DNA that is reversed in orientation with respect
to the rest of the chromosome. Pericentric inversions include
the centromere, whereas paracentric inversions do not.

The early knowledge about the chromosome structural organization was mainly

based on observation at the microscopy of rare changes in the quantity and structure of

chromosomes. These included aneuploidies [Edwards et al., 1960; Smith et al., 1961],

chromosome aberrations [Bobrow et al., 1971; Jacobs et al., 1978], other heteromor-

phisms [Maegenis et al., 1978; Verma et al., 1978] and chromosome fragile sites [Lubs,

1969]. However, most of these changes are often associated with syndromes. Since

them, the great advances in genomic approaches and DNA sequencing techniques have

allowed the discovery of an increasing number of submicroscopic changes in the DNA

[Feuk et al., 2006] affecting between few base pairs, including variable numbers of short

repetitive elements such as microsatellites and minisatellites and small indels (insertion-

deletion) polymorphisms [Mills et al., 2006], to several kilobases or megabases, inclu-

ding hundreds of large-scale copy number variations (CNVs) [Alkan et al., 2011], in-
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versions, translocations [Tuzun et al., 2005; Feuk et al., 2005; Kidd et al., 2008; Korbel

et al., 2007; Levy et al., 2007], and more complex rearrangements like those generated

during chromotripsis [Liu et al., 2012]. Most of them involve segments that are smaller

than those recognized microscopically [Iafrate et al., 2004; Sebat et al., 2004], allowing

the analysis of many SVs not studied before [Haraksingh and Snyder, 2013].

The characterization of genomic structural variation has highlighted the complexity

of human genetic variations [Pennisi, 2007b], and has provided significant insight into

the evolution of genomes and their dynamic and flexible nature. Therefore, the study

of SV has opened a very productive line of research in the last years.

1.3 Copy number variation (CNV)

The most widespread type of structural variation detected are copy number variants

(CNVs), also referred to as copy number polymorphisms (CNP) [Sharp et al., 2005;

Jakobsson et al., 2008], which are changes that result in losses or gains of DNA seg-

ments. This type of SV has gathered most of the scientific interest [Redon et al., 2006;

Sebat et al., 2004] and the results have put CNVs as the most frequent type of struc-

tural variant in the human genome. It is believed that somewhere around 5−25%of

the human genome is copy number variable between individuals and CNVs represent

99% of all structural variation reported from 55 studies in the "Database of Genomic

Variants" (DGV), at Aug 2013.

This was to a great extent possible thanks to the development of a new method

based on array strategies for comparative genomic studies, the microarray comparative

genomic hybridization (aCGH) technique [de Ravel et al., 2007; Theisen, 2008]. This

technique was the main approach for identifying unbalanced changes 1 whose appli-

cation made possible to look for variation at the genome in a higher scale and with

a resolution not seen before, even at the submicroscopic level. Therefore, the major-

ity of the initial CNV studies relied on using (aCGH) [Dhami et al., 2005]. Later,

other techniques based on next-generation sequencing have enriched the discovery of

the abundance of CNVs currently known [Alkan et al., 2011].
1Net gain or loss of large segments of DNA
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The unexpected abundance of CNVs has resulted in a great interest in their study

to identify which of these variants have functional or evolutionary effects in the human

genome. CNVs may be potentially related with changes in gene dosage, which might

cause genetic disease, either alone or in combination with other genetic or environ-

mental factors [McCarroll and Altshuler, 2007]. One of the simplest models for the

functional impact of CNVs is the change in the levels of expression of genes within or

surrounding the affected genomic region. An intuitive model suggests that an increase

in the copy number of a specific gene will, on average, lead to a corresponding increase

in the expression level of that gene, and vice versa. Moreover, it is likely that deletions

or insertions might lead to a variety of effects that are more complex than the gene

dosage level of expression expectation. Some studies have identified examples of CNVs

that had a significant impact on the gene expression variation [Haraksingh and Snyder,

2013] either from a population perspective [Stranger et al., 2007; Conrad et al., 2010]

or in a disease context [Aitman et al., 2006; Li et al., 2012].

According to the "Human Gene Mutation Database" (HGMD®), around 7% of all

mutations associated with gene lesions responsible for human inherited disease are cur-

rently attributed to insertions or deletions. Moreover, several studies have found an as-

sociation of CNVs with susceptibility to several human diseases, such as HIV-1/AIDS

[Gonzalez et al., 2005b], psoriasis [Eva et al., 2011], systemic autoimmune diseases

[Aitman et al., 2006] and other complex diseases like mental retardation, Parkinson-

ism, Alzheimer or Schizophrenia [Estivill and Armengol, 2007]. There is also a CNV

associated to functional differences on the amylase gene, with a big potential evolution-

ary impact [Perry et al., 2007]. Otherwise a polymorphic CNV of the CYP2D6 gene

has been found associated with metabolic alteration in the activity of the cytochrome

P450 CYP2D6 drug-metabolizing enzyme, which is associated too with increased risk

factors for laryngyal and lung cancers [Agùndez et al., 2001]. Therefore, identify which

of these structural variants do have functional consequences and which is their role in

human evolution, diseases and phenotypic variation is a very important challenge at

present.
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1.4 Genomic inversions

1.4 Genomic inversions

However, despite of the great success in developing human genome maps of SVs, and

the significant advances identifying which of these variants do have functional conse-

quences, in the case of inversions similar detailed analysis are very limited and little has

been revealed about the functional and evolutionary impact of inversions in the human

genome.

Interestingly, genomic inversions were the first type of structural variant studied.

They were discovered eight decades ago in heterozygous polytene chromosomes (the

oversized huge chromosomes which are commonly formed in the salivary glands of the

larval state of Drosophila flies). Since their discovery, the Diptera insect order remains

the group in which large inversions can be most easily detected, thanks to these special

chromosomes. This led to the discovery of an extraordinary rich inversion polymor-

phism in Drosophila species and opened a productive and interesting area of research

on different experimental and theoretical aspects of inversion biology [Krimbas and

Powell, 1992].

Unlike other types of structural variation, an inversion is theoretically presumed to

be a balanced rearrangement that just change the orientation of a DNA segment and is

not associated with either the gain or loss of genetic information. They tend to occur

as a result of two simultaneous chromosome double strand breaks and the subsequent

reorientation of the central fragment before the repair (rejoining) of the broken ends

(see Figure 1.1), or an abnormal recombination process in which a segment of a chro-

mosome is reversed end to end. However, in some cases during the rearrangement, the

inversion also involves gain or loss of DNA material either at, or close to, the break-

points, indicating that inversions are not always balanced events [Sharp et al., 2006].

This lack or not of changes in the DNA content has important consequences in the

methods used to detect inversions, and makes inversions much more difficult to study

than the clear imbalanced changes like CNVs.

Inversions fall into two main different types: "Pericentric inversions" include

the centromere and there is a breakpoint located in each separated chromosome arm

(Figure 1.1 Left). "Paracentric inversions" do not include the centromere and both
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Figure 1.1: Types of genomic inversions - Schematic representation of the two different
types of chromosomal inversions. Pericentric inversions (Left), if the centromere is located
in between the two breakpoints. Paracentric inversions (Right), if the centromere is located
outside of both breakpoints. The inverted region is highlighted in red

breakpoints are located in the same arm of the chromosome (Figure 1.1 Right). This

classification has important consequences in the effect of recombination events inside

the inverted region in heterozygotes. When synapsis occurs in inversion heterozy-

gotes or heterokaryotypes (individuals with an inverted chromosome and a wild-type

homolog), an inversion loop often forms to accommodate the point-for-point pairing

along the chromosomes during meiosis (see section 1.4.2.4, inversion effects). A peri-

centric inversion will have the centromere located within the inversion loop, thus as

a consequence of a crossover in the loop region, the recombination event yields two

unbalanced recombinant chromatids, one with a duplication and other with a dele-

tion. Conversely, a paracentric inversion will have the centromere located outside of

the inversion loop. Thus as a consequence of a crossover in the loop region and the

recombination event, two recombinant chromatids are also produced, but in this case

one is dicentric and the other acentric.

There are another two major categories that inversions can be classified on the basis

of the way that the inversion has been generated, and the event’s evolutionary history

(see Figure 1.2). If an inversion arises due to an stochastic process and this unique

event continue segregating on the population, it is classified as a monophyletic inver-

sion. On the detection of this type of inversions, the breakpoints sequences are almost
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Figure 1.2: Schematic representation of recurrent and nonrecurrent genomic inver-
sions - (Left) Polyphyletic inversion or recurrent inversion, are shown in different individ-
uals having breakpoints relatively scattered around a hotspot, indicating that the inversion
occurs in multiple unrelated individuals with same or slightly different breakpoints, and
a common rearrangement interval size. (Right) The breakpoint of the nonrecurrent in-
version are found in the same place and same sequence characteristics for all individuals,
showing that inversion has occurred only one time on the evolutionary history, which
means a monophyletic inversion.

identical for all individuals carrying the inverted allele (Figure 1.2 Right). If the in-

version originates as a result of recurrent biological processes like recombination, and

several occurrences of the inversion events are segregating together in the population,

it is classified as a poliphyletic inversion. In this type of inversions it is possible to

find differences between the respective breakpoints (Figure 1.2 Left) when several indi-

viduals carrying the inversion are analyzed. Traditionally, it has been considered that

inversions found in natural population are monophyletic. Therefore, inversions have

been used extensively for building phylogenies.

1.4.1 Origin of genomic inversions

Inversions can be generated by several molecular mechanisms shared with other SVs1(see

Table 1.3). Those mechanisms can be categorized into two main groups. First, there

are those involving extensive stretches of high identity homologous sequence at the

breakpoint junctions. Second, there are those occurring in absence of homology at the

breakpoint junctions. Such mechanisms of formation may be mediated through DNA

repair processes, replication, or recombination. In addition, inversion formation can
1For all abbreviations see the glossary on page xxii.
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also be based on the dynamic process of transposable element movilization [Onishi-

Seebacher and Korbel, 2011; Gu et al., 2008].

Table 1.3: Different mechanisms involved in inversion formation.

Mechanism Description Features
NAHR1 Homologous recombination

between non-allelic positions
Involves extensive DNA
sequence homology

NHEJ2 Rejoins of double strand breaks
without homology or with
microhomology

No homology or
microhomology, small
sequence insertion possible

MMEJ/alt-EJ3 End-joining process that occurs
with microhomoloy

Microhomology, small
sequence insertion possible

FoSTeS/MMBIR4 Reestablishment of replication
at collapsed or stalled replication
forks using microhomology

Sequence insertion at
junctions, generation of
complex structural variants

1 Non-allelic allelic homologous recombination.
2 Non-homologous end-joining
3 Microhomology end-joining and alternative end-joining
4 Fork stalling template switching and microhomology mediate break induced replication

1.4.1.1 Homologous recombination mechanisms

It is estimated that as much as 5− 10% of the human genome might be duplicated

[Emanuel and Shaikh, 2001; Uddin et al., 2011; International Human Genome Sequenc-

ing, 2004], including segmental duplications (SDs), also called low copy repeats (LCRs),

and other types of repetitive sequences with a high sequence identity These sequences

can provide significant lengths of sequence similarity as substrates for misalignment be-

tween alleles and mediate crossing-over between mismatched homologous regions, inter

or intra chromosomally, also called as non-allelic homologous recombination (NAHR)

[Gu et al., 2008; Stankiewicz and Lupski, 2002; Lupski and Stankiewicz, 2005; Liu et al.,

2012] (see Figure 1.3). Substrates for homologous recombination appear to depend on

genome architecture features. These features include repeat size, degree of homology
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(usually greater than ∼ 95%), distance between the sequences, and orientation with

respect to each other [Stankiewicz and Lupski, 2002; Liu et al., 2012].

If the NAHR process is between same orientation (direct) SDs, it provokes reci-

procal deletions plus duplications of genomic segments (Figure 1.3a), whereas NAHR

between oppositely oriented or inverted SDs causes an inversion of the genomic loci

in between (Figure 1.3b). When genomic architecture has a complex SD structure,

consisting of both direct and inverted subunits, they can serve as NAHR substrates

leading to complex, genomic deletions/duplications and inversions (Figure 1.3c).

Some genome sequence elements that have been associated with double-strand breaks

(DSB), such as minisatellites, transposons or palindromic segments, have often been

found near regions of evidence of NAHR. This suggests a potential link between NAHR

and the double strand breaks repair (DSBR) and synthesis dependent strand annealing

(SDSA) pathways to repair double-strand breaks in DNA using recombination based

methods [Gu et al., 2008].

The crossing-over between strands during NAHR is located into a restricted group

of narrow hotspots within the SDs and it is typically never evenly distributed along

the SDs [López-Correa et al., 2001; Bi et al., 2003]. Another important feature of

the NAHR process is that the hotspots must be minimal efficient processing segments

(MEPS). This means that there must be segments of specific minimal length sharing ex-

tremely high similarity or identity between the SDs for NAHR to occur. The common

limit of the MEPS length is over 100 bp, but there are known NAHR events mediated

by matching fragments smaller than 50 bp [Gu et al., 2008]. MEPS differences become

important in case of interchromosomal or intrachromosomal rearrangements [Gu et al.,

2008]. The proximity between two SDs is one of the genomic architecture features with

most influence in the MEPS and the efficiency of NAHR. Thus, bigger sized genomic

rearrangements generated by SDs located further apart, often correlate with larger SDs

[Lupski, 1998; Stankiewicz and Lupski, 2002].

On the other hand, NAHR occurs both during meiosis and mitosis. On meiosis,

the NAHR process leads to constitutional genomic rearrangements in germ line cells,

which can be either inherited if they continue to segregate across generations or spo-

radic if they always occur de novo. In humans, the demand of MEPS on meiosis appears
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(a) Structural variant resulting from NAHR mechanism between segmental
duplications in the same orientation (direct).

(b) Structural variant resulting from NAHR mechanism between segmental
duplications in opposite orientation (inverted)

(c) Structural variant resulting from NAHR mechanism between complex distribution
of segmental duplications

Figure 1.3: SVs mechanisms mediated by homology recombination - Schematic represen-
tation of genomic SV formation based on non-allelic homologous recombination (NAHR)
mechanisms between segmental duplications. The yellow arrows depict segmental duplica-
tion within black chromosomes. The SVs products of recombination are shown according
to orientation and structure of the SDs, and the figures depicts rearrangement separated by
types of recombination (interchromosomal, intrachromosomal, and intrachromatid):(a)
deletions and duplications resulting from NAHR mechanism between segmental duplica-
tions in the same orientation (direct), in the case of intrachromatid recombination can
result in deletion and an acentric fragment.(b) Inversions resulting from NAHR mecha-
nism between segmental duplications in opposite orientation (inverted). (c) Examples of
deletions, duplications and inversions resulting from NAHR mechanism between complex
distribution of segmental duplications. (Adapted from [Stankiewicz and Lupski, 2002]).
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to require a minimum range of ∼300−500 bp in length of uninterrupted homology

[Stankiewicz and Lupski, 2002]. On mitosis, the NAHR process leads to mosaic pop-

ulations of somatic cells carrying abnormal genomic rearrangements. MEPS require-

ments on mitotic process may be slightly lower ∼200−300 bp than meiotic NAHR

[Stankiewicz and Lupski, 2002].

Finally, mechanisms mediated by sequence homology are frequently associated with

recurrent rearrangements in human diseases. Specifically, for inversions NAHR is the

molecular mechanism that has been shown to be responsible for the vast majority of

the recurrent rearrangements[Shaw and Lupski, 2004].

1.4.1.2 Non-homologous and microhomology mechanisms

By contrast, non-homology (NH) based mechanism are thought to use either non-

homologous DNA sequences or very short homologous sequences (less than ∼ 10

bp) also known as microhomology. This category includes non-homologous end-

joining (NHEJ), as well as complementary pathways, such as alternative end-joining

(alt-EJ) and microhomology-mediated end-joining (MMEJ) [Onishi-Seebacher and Ko-

rbel, 2011]. These mechanisms have been reported as another molecular mechanism

involved on repair of DNA double strand breaks (DSB). Both, natural DSB, such as

in somatic recombination, and accidental DSB, such as those caused by ionizing radia-

tion or by free radicals, could be responsible of nonrecurrent genomic rearrangements

[Lieber et al., 2003; Gu et al., 2008].

The process of NHEJ occurs in four steps (see Figure 1.4). Once the DSB is de-

tected, both broken DNA ends are bridged together, followed by the modification of

the ends to make them compatible for the final ligation step [Weterings and van Gent,

2004]. For the process it has been described a ’canonical’ pathway, also referred as clas-

sical pathway, that utilizes the DNA-PK (which includes the Ku70/Ku80 heterodimer

and DNA-PKcs) and DNA-ligase IV/XRCC4/XLF complexes and Artemis. However,

it is recognized that the end-joining can occur in the absence of canonical pathway

repair factors, such as DNA-ligase IV and Ku70/Ku80, and then the mechanism is re-

ferred as Alt-NHEJ [Sankaranarayanan et al., 2013; Bennardo et al., 2008]. Another

mechanism for DSB repair is the microhomology-mediated end-joining (MMEJ) (see
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Figure 1.4). The most important and distinguishing property of MMEJ is the require-

ment and use of 5−25 bp microhomology during the alignment of broken ends be-

fore joining, resulting in deletions flanking the original break [McVey and Lee, 2008;

Sankaranarayanan et al., 2013].

Figure 1.4: NHEJ mechanisms - Schematic representation of different steps of NHEJ-
based mechanisms for generation of genomic rearrangements. (Adapted from [Gu et al.,
2008]).

NHEJ may also be stimulated by genome architecture, such as the presence of

LINE, Alu and MIR elements among others, but does not require obligatorily SDs

neither minimal efficient processing segments (MEPS) to mediate the recombination.

In some cases, NHEJ leaves an ’information signature or scar’, consisting in that the

rejoining site often contains within the product of the repair a microdeletion and nu-

cleotides addition as molecular footprint of the DNA end junction [Lieber, 2008; Gu

et al., 2008].

Other replication-based mechanisms for DNA repair is Fork Stalling and Tem-

plate Switching (FoSTeS) [Lee et al., 2007] which is associated with non-recurrent ge-

nomic rearrangements by error like one-ended DSB resulting from a collapsed DNA

replication fork during DNA synthesis. The FoSTeS model has been further general-

ized with more molecular mechanistic details in the microhomology-mediated break-

induced replication (MMBIR) model [Hastings et al., 2009], that is used to repair the

damage in one single double strand end, when stretches of single-stranded DNA are

available and share microhomology with the 3’ single-strand end from the collapsed
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fork [Hastings et al., 2009]. These mechanisms act under circumstances when NHEJ is

not an option, because after replication fork breakage, there is only a single end with

no second end to which the one end can be annealed or ligated. Thus these mechanisms

that repair single DNA ends are more appropriately invoked for spontaneous damage

during replication than the mechanisms that act on two-ended DSBs [Sankaranarayanan

et al., 2013].

Figure 1.5: FoSTeS mechanisms - Schematic representation of the FoSTeS-based mecha-
nism for genomic rearrangements.

FoSTeS occurs (see Figure 1.5), when the active replication fork stalls and switches

templates using complementary template microhomology to anneal and prime DNA

replication. As result, there are interrupted duplications in which stretches of DNA of

normal copy number were punctuated by stretches of DNA that were amplified two or

three times [Lee et al., 2007]. The FoSTeS events occur preferentially in regions of com-

plex genomic architecture that contain abundant low-copy repeats with high sequence

identity and in various orientations that might bring into proximity highly similar

DNA segments or repetitive sequences that normally lie far apart [Branzei and Foiani,

2007]. This could favor replication long-distance template-switching models between

different replication forks stalling and slippage and, consequently, enables the joining

or template-driven juxtaposition of different sequences from discrete genomic positions,

generating complex genome structural rearrangements, including inversions [Lee et al.,
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2007]. Unlike the DNA double-strand break-induced genome rearrangement model in-

volving NAHR or simple NHEJ, the long-distance template-switch model for genome

amplifications suggests a single-strand DNA lesion as the initiating trigger [Slack et al.,

2006; Lee et al., 2007].

1.4.2 Inversion effects

As other structural variants, inversions could have important consequences on the

genome. Theoretically the inversions, as balanced rearrangement, do not involve the

quantitative alteration in the content of cellular DNA, but in particular, the reorga-

nization of a genomic segment is characterized by having three major genetic effects

which may have several repercussions [Alves et al., 2012], including direct or indirect

mutations, affect the positional distribution of genes, and exert influence in the re-

combination process [Feuk, 2010]. These effects are relatively different from those of

other structural variations, like copy number variations, which are mainly related with

changes in gene dosage [Stankiewicz and Lupski, 2010].

1.4.2.1 Mutational effect

One of the possible obvious consequences of the inversions is the mutational effect at

the breakpoints. This is a direct effect of breaking the DNA molecule and the conse-

quences of this break will depend on its location with respect to functional sequences,

as for example in a break within a coding sequence. It is evident that the rupture of an

exon by the breakpoint leads into the disruption of the functionality of the gene and

tends to be a deleterious change. Furthermore, the mutational changes that alter the

coding structures, not by directly breaking an exon, but by breaking within the introns

and subsequent reordering of the distribution of exons within the gene, is highly likely

that might lead into genomic disorder as well. A good example is the study that proved

the loss of expression of Hoxd genes during limb development and phenotypic alter-

ations in mice by inducing an inversion that split the mammalian Hoxd gene cluster

into two independent pieces [Spitz et al., 2005]. In humans, there are various evidences

of inversions that involve genes and are related to diseases, such as the X-linked disorder
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caused by an inversion that breaks the factor VIII gene, which gives rise to hemophilia

A [Lakich et al., 1993; Antonarakis et al., 1995], or the inversion that breaks the IDS

iduronate 2-sulfatase gene that causes Hunter syndrome [Bondeson et al., 1995].

1.4.2.2 Positional effect

Even when the location of the inversion within the genome does not break a functional

element, it is important to appreciate that they can have a significant effect at a distance

[Sharp et al., 2006]. Positional effect is a direct consequence of the inversion due to the

movement of genomic segments from one region to another. Position effects can be

caused by translocation of a gene into a heterochromatic region, resulting in the methy-

lation of promoter regions and consequent down-regulation of expression [Kleinjan

and van Heyningen, 1998], or by intergenic genomic rearrangements that detach a gene

from its transcriptional regulatory elements or that bring a gene into close proximity

to another regulatory element, altering gene expression [Spitz et al., 2005].

Although the current estimated fraction of the genome that is evolutionary con-

served through purifying selection represents an small portion, around ∼ 10%, the

recent polemic results of the ENCODE project suggest that there is now substantial

evidence that many other hidden elements are potentially functional, most of which

with a role in gene regulation[ENCODE Project et al., 2007; Graur et al., 2013]. Thus,

inversions cannot be presumed to be functionally harmless or neutral because they en-

compass only non-coding segments, but instead a careful assessment of nearby genes

that may be affected via a positional effect mechanism also needs to be considered.

1.4.2.3 Predisposition to further rearrangements

The potential effect of inversions might not be directly associated to the alteration of

gene expression, either by disrupting coding regions that span the breakpoints or by

position effects acting on genes adjacent to the breakpoints. Instead, the real effect of an

inversion could be that it can act as a risk factor for other genomic changes [Sharp et al.,

2006]. That is the case of several polymorphic inversions generated between flanking

duplications which not have any direct consequence but it is thought that they result
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in abnormal meiotic pairing, leading to an increased susceptibility to unequal NAHR.

In this situation, the inversions presumably predispose to secondary rearrangement by

switching the orientation of large, highly identical stretches of sequence on homologous

chromosomes, thus allowing their subsequent misalignment during synapsis and hence

facilitating illegitimate recombination [Sharp et al., 2006].

Therefore, these inversions have been associated with an increased susceptibility

to rearrangements at these loci [Giglio et al., 2002; Sharp et al., 2006; Giglio et al.,

2001]. So far, there is growing evidence for several polymorphic inversions flanked by

highly homologous segmental duplications, for which, parents that carry the inversions

in heterozygosis confer a predisposition to further deletion of the inverted segment

in subsequent generations. Most of these cases have been described as microdeletion

syndromes in the offspring of inversion heterozygotes, such as Sotos syndrome [Visser

et al., 2005], Angelman syndrome [Gimelli et al., 2003], Williams-Beuren syndrome

[Osborne et al., 2001].

1.4.2.4 Effect on recombination

Alleles carrying inversions usually do not cause any abnormalities as long as the rear-

rangement is balanced, without missing or gaining DNA material, except for the cases

described above. However, one of the main effects of inversions is their influence as a

suppressor of recombination in inversion heterozygotes [Kirkpatrick, 2010]. This effect

can be by two different mechanisms. The first is a real suppression of recombination

due to the difficulty of complete synapsis between the two homologous in the regions

at the ends of the inversion loop during meiosis (see Figure 1.6). This means that in-

versions hinder the recombination at the inversion boundaries, and the closer to the

breakpoints, the more reduction in the crossover frequency. The second mechanism is

an apparent suppression of recombination within the inverted regions (see Figure 1.6).

In reality, recombination could occur at a fairly normal frequency within the inversion

region relative to the same region in a homozygous individual or other not inverted

region. However, the gametes produced from recombination within the inverted re-

gion in heterokaryotypes are usually unable to produce viable offspring.[Stevison et al.,

2011; Adi et al., 2011; Coyne et al., 1991; Navarro and Ruiz, 1997].
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Figure 1.6: Suppression of recombination - Schematic representation of the synapsis of
a paracentric inversion heterozygote. During the process, the inverted region in red color,
is incorporated into a loop to maximize synapsis along the length of both chromosomes.
A real suppression of recombination occurs near the breakpoints (at the base of the loop)
due to the difficulty of synapsing in this region. An apparent suppression of recombination
occurs in this region due to the formation of inviable recombinant chromatids.

The different types of inversions have an effect over recombination but the specific

mechanism results in a slightly different outcome. In the case of paracentric inversions,

the crossover within the inversion loop in a heterozygote (see Figure 1.7a) results in

that the two nonsister chromatids that are not involved in the crossover will end up in

normal gametes (carrying either the standard or inverted allele). However, the products

of the crossover, rather than being a simple recombination of alleles, are a dicentric and

an acentric chromatid. The acentric chromatid is not incorporated into a gamete nu-

cleus and this recombinant chromatid will be lost. The dicentric chromatid begins a

breakage-fusion-bridge cycle, as the two centromeres are pulled to opposite centrosomes

during meiosis I. Ultimately, the dicentric chromosome randomly breaks between the

two centromeres and each chromatid, containing deletions, produces a genetically un-

balanced gamete. Thus, the gametes derived from the recombinant chromatids are

unable to produce viable offspring. In case of pericentric inversions, the crossover

within the inversion loop in a heterozygote (see Figure 1.7b) results in that all four

chromatid products from a single crossover within the loop will have centromeres and
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(a) Recombination in paracentric inversion.

(b) Recombination in pericentric inversion.

Figure 1.7: The schematic representation of the consequence of a crossover in a inversion
heterozygote shows that both types of inversions produce recombinant chromatids which
result in gametes that are genetically unbalanced and unable to yield viable progeny, and
thus recombination appears to be blocked. (a) Recombination in paracentric inversion
yields two non-recombinat parental chromosomes that contain either the standard (1) or
inverted allele (3) and also produce two recombinan chromatids, one unbalanced dicentric
chromatid (2) and another unbalanced acentric chromatid (4). (b) Recombination in peri-
centric inversion yields two non-recombinant parental chromosomes that contain either
the standard (1) or inverted allele (2), and also produce two recombinant chromatids (2, 4)
both of which are not balanced containing a reciprocal duplication and deletion.
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are therefore incorporated into the nuclei of gametes. However, the two recombinant

chromatids are not balanced, and both have duplications and deletions. According to

the magnitude of the duplications and deletions, these gametes tend to form non-viable

zygotes. [Stevison et al., 2011; Adi et al., 2011].

Therefore, both paracentric and pericentric inversion heterozygotes will not show

recombinant gametes if a crossover occurs within the region of inversion. This is the

cause of the apparent suppression of recombination. The inversion realy hinder re-

combination around the breakpoints at the base of the inversion loop but actually the

recombination can occurs at normal frequencies outside these breakpoint regions. For

this reason, recombination is only suppressed very near to or within the inversion loop

in an inversion heterozygote.

This effect leads to interesting consequences. One is the reduction in fertility due

to some gametes forming non-viable zygotes in the progeny. Therefore, inversions will

have a lower fitness in heterozygosis and this will make the inversions under-dominant.

In the case of Drosophila species, male individuals do not recombine and the exclusion

of recombinant offspring from the gametes in heterozygote female possibilitates the

great number of inversions found in these species [Andolfatto et al., 2001; Stevison

et al., 2011].

Another consequence of suppression of recombinant offspring within the inver-

sion region of inversion heterozygotes is the putative role of inversions in population

divergence, reproductive isolation and speciation phenomena. Based on these inversion

potential effects, while in the classic models, inversion might be a mechanisms by which

dysfunction in hybrid fertility is generated, other theoretical hypothesis have been pro-

posed based on the gene flow interruption and accumulation of differences between

the two chromosomal configurations by the suppression of recombination caused by

an inversion [Hoffmann and Rieseberg, 2008]. This hypothesis has been supported by

varied observations, in a wide range of species that include from fungi and plants to

animals (insects, birds and mammals). Observations in primates and human are still

under investigation [Zhang et al., 2004; Adi et al., 2011].
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1.4.3 Adaptive value of inversions

Since early studies in Drosophila it was shown that inversions were adaptive. However,

it was not clear by which mechanisms inversions have this adaptive value. The potential

genomic effect of inversions over populations could lead to positive consequences that

have generated two main different hypotheses to explain the adaptive value of inver-

sions. [Kirkpatrick, 2010].

• The value of positive mutation/position effect. This hypothesis postulates the

potential advantage of inversions whose breakpoints cause a mutation or position

effect with beneficial consequences.

• The coadaptation hypothesis. This hypothesis is focused on the potential sup-

pression of recombination and suggests that inversions could protect coadapted

combinations of alleles that have functional advantages if they remain working

together.

However, the two hypotheses are not mutually exclusive and it is also possible that

both, mutational and coadapted effects, contribute at the same time to the increase

of frequency of the inversion in the population. In particular, inversions have been

proposed to be involved in the rapid adaptation of populations to local environmental

conditions [Krimbas and Powell, 1992]. In addition, reduced recombination between

alternative arrangements in heterozygotes may protect sets of locally adapted genes,

promoting ecological divergence and potentially leading to reproductive isolation and

speciation [Kirkpatrick and Barton, 2006].

Local adaptation is an excellent case of the adaptive value of inversions. This is

the phenomenon in which some combinations of genes are favored in different envi-

ronments. If an inversion, through the recombination suppression effect, captures and

holds together a group of alleles that are better adapted to the local environmental con-

ditions than other ancestral alleles, then it has a selective advantage that can cause its

spread in the population [Kirkpatrick and Barton, 2006].

A good example of the contribution of the inversions to the local adaptation is the

inversion "In(3R)Payne" in Drosophila melanogaster, which shows parallel latitudinal
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clines on three continents [Hoffmann et al., 2004; Anderson et al., 2005]. Another

study of an inversion in the mosquito Anopheles funestus, which is one of the most

important and widespread malaria vectors in Africa, also shows that the inversion has

an important role for environmental selection in shaping their population distribu-

tion[Ayala et al., 2011].

Finally, human inversions could also have important evolutionary consequences, as

in the case of the 17q21.31 inversion that has been related with increased female fertility

and positive selection [Stefansson et al., 2005].

1.5 Methods of detection

The methods that can be used for structural variation detection depend upon the length

of the variants (see Figure 1.8). Besides the resolution limitation, the method depends

on the type of the genomic abnormality studied, and the methods specificity over the

particular type of structural variant that is studied. In addition, the method depends

also of the type of detection, that is, if it is a target-manner detection in which the loca-

tion of the rearrangement is known and the assay is just to confirm the presence or not

of the variant, or if it is a prediction of new rearrangements based on the comparison

to a reference.

Figure 1.8: Methods for SV detection - Methods for SV detection. (Adapted from [Car-
valho et al., 2011]).
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1.5.1 Cytogenetic methods

At microscopic resolution level, structural variations of large chromosomal segments

have long been possible to be detected cytogenetically. G-banded karyotyping is the

standard method for detecting rearrangements of large chromosomal regions of around

5−10 Mb. Inversions are the most common cytogenetically detectable rearrangements,

particularly the pericentric ones [Feuk et al., 2006; Feuk, 2010]. Although this method

is geared to identification of big variants, some significantly large inversions still could

remain undetectable if the inverted segment leads to little difference in the banding pat-

tern. With the advent of additional chromosome-banding techniques and the ability to

work with elongated prometaphase chromosomes, more discrete structural abnormali-

ties became apparent. Furthermore, the advances in fluorescence in situ hybridization

(FISH) analysis allowed a more refined characterization of the extent of these variants

[Sharp et al., 2006; Feuk, 2010].

1.5.2 Microarray-based methods

At the submicroscopic resolution level the methods for SVs detection are much more

recent. The hybridization based methods such as SNP microarrays and aCGH tech-

niques, which is similar to SNP arrays but it is a more appropriate method for analysing

unbalanced sequences, have been deeply used for detecting CNVs. The main objective

in using aCGH is to determine the ratio between the amount of DNA of a specific

region of two different samples (for example affected vs. control). The oligonucleotides

or BACs of the genomic region of interest are immobilized in a microarray, and the

DNA samples from the two individuals are marked with two different fluorescent col-

ors and hybridized into the array. Finally, a special scanner compares the difference

between the signal intensity of the two colors to measure the ratio of copy number

differences between samples. However, other forms of variation without any DNA

gain or loss cannot readily be detected with microarrays. Thus, it does not apply to

inversion detection.
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1.5.3 Sequencing-based methods

Until relative recently, variation discovery by sequence analysis was done using low-

coverage Sanger-based sequencing. However, in the recent years, the emergence of sev-

eral high-throughput sequencing (HTS) technologies, also commonly known as next

generation sequencing (NGS), are revolutionizing the field of genomics by making it

possible to generate billions of short ∼35−250 bp sequence reads [Mardis, 2006] us-

ing several different technologies such as Ilumina, Roche/454, or SOLiD. Therefore,

the ability to sequence genomes with high coverage and low cost has made feasible

to perform comprehensive and detailed studies of rearrangement detection and analy-

sis of genomic variants of different individuals. This new technology has significantly

changed how genomics research is conducted and has increased the demand for com-

putational tools to optimize the utilization of the data generated by the sequencing

platforms [Mardis, 2006].

Now next generation sequencing makes possible to overcome the major limitations

in the characterization of global genome variation. It give us the opportunity to study

a high number of individuals across many human populations, allowing us to comple-

ment the human reference genome. Evidence of this is the publication of the complete

genome sequences of an increasing number of individuals [Levy et al., 2007; Bentley

et al., 2008; Wang et al., 2008; Wheeler et al., 2008; Ahn et al., 2009; Azim et al., 2013;

Lilleoja et al., 2012; Shen et al., 2013; Gupta et al., 2012; Fujimoto et al., 2010].

The strategy of De novo assembly and direct comparison between different genomes

(see Figure 1.9) is theoretically the most complete method for the study of genomic

structural variation [Li et al., 2011]. This approach gives the most valuable result be-

cause it overcomes the possible limitations of the genome reference, allowing to detect

all types of variation (SVs, small variants and SNPs), as well as to discover novel se-

quences. In addition, it gives the exact location of the variants, allowing to resolve the

breakpoints to the nucleotide resolution.

The strategy has two phases

1. De novo assembly: Using the power of assembler, the reads from the sample

genome are concatenated to obtain large contigs/scaffolds.
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Figure 1.9: De novo assembly and direct comparison strategy - Signatures for different
types of structural variation events such as deletion, insertion, inversion.

2. Alignment: The different structural variants can be detected through the align-

ment of the contigs produced in the first step against the assembled sequences of

the same genome region in other individual or the reference genome.

The much deeper coverage of short-read sequencing projects does not entirely com-

pensate for the shorter read length because the assemblies with longer reads have still

far better contiguity than the NGS short-read assemblies [Gnerre et al., 2011]. There-

fore, the current most useful method of this strategy has been sequencing the entire

fosmid or BAC clones of the region of interest with the traditional Sanger-based cap-

illary sequencing. However, the high cost of capillary sequencing is unassumable to

study large number of individuals. This highlights that assembling large mammalian

genomes from short reads remains an extremely challenging problem, albeit there has

been considerable progress represented in the wide variety of De novo assembly algo-

rithms [Li et al., 2010a,b; Reinhardt et al., 2009]. Another obvious handicap of this

strategy for detecting variation is that it requires further processing before comparing

the sample sequences and the assembly softwares are time consuming and require high

power computational resources.

Due to these limitations, currently the most used methods to predict all kinds of

structural variants consist of an intermediate strategy. These methods are based on

mapping reads taking the reference sequence as an intermediate guide and have been

considerably developed in the last years [Xi et al., 2010; Medvedev et al., 2009].

This approach also has two main steps.

1. Mapping: The initial mapping of the library of reads from the sample genome
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against the reference genome sequence. The identity of the alignment defines the

threshold to consider as putative regions where reads were sequenced from.

2. Prediction: Through the analysis of the mapping pattern, the next step is to locate

regions of discordance or abnormalities in the aligned signature, and then predict

the SVs in the sample genome that could be the cause of discordance.

These methods are known as mapping-based strategies and several computational

tools have been developed for characterizing structural variation among different indi-

viduals, using next generation sequencing platforms. The algorithms can be classified

into three major strategies, attending to the mapping signature used for the analysis.

Read depth (RD):

This approach uses the profile of depth of coverages per region, defined as the

average number of reads which map in that region on the reference genome. The

strategy has the implicit assumption that the probability of mapping reads per

region obeys a Poisson distribution. Then, the mean value of the distribution is

the expected depth of read coverage in the region [Alkan et al., 2009].

The depth of coverage of a region is proportional to the number of times that

this region appears in the sample genome. The identification of a significant di-

vergence (undercount or overcount) regarding the expected depth of coverage

could be associated with CNVs in that region on the sample genome (see Fig-

ure 1.10). An increase in the read depth of a region indicates a greater number

of locus copies of the sequence (insertion/duplication) in the sample genome in

comparison to the reference genome; while a reduction of the read depth indi-

cates a smaller number of locus copies of the sequence (deletion) in the sample

genome. Moreover, in the case of inversion breakpoints, that region also could

be associated with a reduction in read depth due to the problem of mapping the

reads spanning the breakpoints, although this signal tends to be very low and it

is useful only to corroborate breakpoints but not for prediction.
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Figure 1.10: Read depth (RD) strategy - The read depth method allow us to detect
insertion and deletion and helps to pinpoint the breakpoints of the inversion.

Split Read (SP):

This approach uses the profile of incomplete aligned reads to pinpoint the exact

breakpoints of structural variant events [Ye et al., 2009]. It is based on the pattern

of mapping of reads from a sample genome which span breakpoints that will be

mapped partially between both sides of the breakpoint in the reference genome.

That means the read will be broken into two segments (see Figure 1.11).

Figure 1.11: Split reads (SR) strategy - The split read method helps to pinpoint the
breakpoints more precisely for different types of structural variation events, such as dele-
tion, insertion, or inversion.

Since a split read signature indicates a breakpoint, a deletion in the sample genome

will be associated to split reads mapping with a inner gap that represents the extra

sequence in the reference genome. Insertions in sample genome will be associated

with a set of reads that map partially to the reference genome, with just the left

or right extreme aligned, depending on which breakpoint (left or right) in the

sample genome is bridged by the split reads. In the case of inversions, the reads

spanning the breakpoints in the sample genome will be associated with read map-

ping divided into two fragments in relative inverted orientation one to the other

and spanning an inner gap, which in this case represents the inverted sequence in

the sample genome. Split read strategy is able to detect breakpoints of SV with

very high resolution, especially in unique regions.
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Theoretically, the split read approach should be able to detect the exact break-

point at nucleotide resolution. This approach is more useful the longer the reads

sequenced reads, and the development of NGS technologies is continually im-

proving the lengths of the reads obtained. Thus, this increases the possibility

to predict structural variants and pinpoint their exact breakpoints by means of

the split read strategy. However, it has the limitation of the presence of inverted

repeats in the breakpoints of the structural variants generated by NAHR.

One of the first algorithms using split reads approaches to identify structural

variants is "Pindel" [Ye et al., 2009]. This tool only allows unique mappings,

and uses a pattern growth approach to search for unique substrings of unmapped

reads in the genome. The algorithm then checks whether a complete unmapped

read can be reconstructed combining the unique substrings found in the previous

step. Another recent algorithm that uses the split read approach is "Splitread"

[Karakoc et al., 2012]. In this case multiple mappings are clustered based on the

maximum parsimony method. Finally, there are several other algorithms which

use the split read approach applied to specific features, such as "TopHat" [Trap-

nell et al., 2009] and "Dissect" [Yorukoglu et al., 2012], which are specialized in

detection of transcriptome structure analysis using RNA-Seq.

Paired Read (PR):

One of the methods most commonly used for the detection of structural variants

is the analysis of the mapping of paired reads. This approach takes advantage of

the technologies that produce paired reads by the sequencing of both extremes of

the sample fragments. The method is based on aligning the paired-end reads to the

reference genome and then uses the paired-end mapping profile of the fragment

library of the sample genome to study the discordant mapping pattern [Tuzun

et al., 2005; Volik et al., 2003]. After the alignment phase, the insert size fragment

distribution stats (minimum, maximum, mean, and standard deviation of length)

are computed. This step sets the expected range of insert size between the paired

ends. Next, the structural variant prediction is based on the localization of re-
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gions with significant difference (also called discordance) regarding the expected

mapping pattern profiles, either in the distance between reads or in orientation.

Given a data set of paired-end reads from a specific region of the sample genome,

the expected pattern of mapping (also referred as concordant signal) is that which

fulfills the threshold of the insert size fragment distribution. Moreover, both

paired-end reads must align at the same chromosome and they should map in the

expected relative orientation, which depending on the sequencing methods, it

could be one read in the forward and the other in the reverse strand (also known

as +/– ) (see Figure 1.12) or both ends in the forward or reverse strand also

known as +/+ and –/–.

Figure 1.12: Paired read (PR) strategy - Signatures for different types of structural
variation event, such as deletion, insertion, and inversion.

The different discordant patterns indicate different structural variants. A dele-

tion in the sample genome will be associated to a discordant mapping pattern

in which the orientation between paired ends is correct, but it represents an in-

sert size greater than the threshold expected. An insertion will be associated to

a discordant mapping pattern in which the orientation between paired ends is

correct, but represents an insert size lower than the threshold expected. In both

cases the alignment is at the same chromosome and the orientation of the two

reads is concordant according to the sequencing technology. A translocation will

be associated to a discordant mapping in location, where one read maps in an-

other chromosome. Finally inversions will be associated to a discordant mapping

pattern that does not fulfill the expected orientation, with the paired end reads

aligning in the opposite orientation, and also the distance between paired-end

reads does not have to be necessarily within the expected range.
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The paired-end mapping (PEM) methods perform well predicting a wide vari-

ety of SVs. With the advent of next-generation sequencing technologies, many

groups have identified structural variants using high throughput sequencing that

implemented this strategy from different points of view. This has resulted in the

development of diverse algorithms based in different strategies for the prediction

of structural variants from the discordant patterns

For example, there are some algorithms that employ a "hard clustering" approach

using only the best location for each mapped paired end read for finding struc-

tural variants, such as PEMer [Korbel et al., 2009], GASV [Sindi et al., 2009]

and BreakDancer [Chen et al., 2009]. Alternatively, other structural variant de-

tection algorithms use multiple mappings for each paired end read and employ

a soft clustering method through a combinatorial optimization framework [Lee

et al., 2008; Hormozdiari et al., 2009] and maximum parsimony or a heuristic ap-

proach. Examples of this type of algorithms are VariationHunter [Hormozdiari

et al., 2010] and Hydra [Quinlan et al., 2010], amount several others.

The analysis approaches are significantly different for each mapping strategy of de-

tection of structural variants. Nonetheless, recently some integrative methods have

been developed in which multiple signals are used in order to achieve improvements on

the structural variants discovery. The implementation of multi-approach algorithms

that integrate the analysis of varied patterns of read mapping stems from the need to

improve the accuracy of structural variants discovery methods, because none of the sin-

gle approaches perform in a comprehensive way. Most of these integrative algorithms

combine paired end reads and read depth patterns. One of them is "GASVPro" [Sindi

et al., 2012], which uses paired end read patterns to find candidate structural variants

and then uses the read depth pattern as a posterior filtering. "Novelseq" [Hajirasouliha

et al., 2010] utilizes De novo assembly together with paired end mapping pattern to find

structural variants and insertions of novel sequence (sequence in sample but missing in

the reference). "Delly" [Rausch et al., 2012] combines paired ends read and split read

approaches, using read pair signatures to detect candidate structural variants and then

refine as much as possible the breakpoints using split read information.
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1.5.4 Challenges of inversion detection

In particular, the detection of inversions is especially problematic due to that inver-

sions are frequently located between inverted repeats [Feuk et al., 2005]. Non-allelic

homologous recombination between highly identical (and presumably inverted) seg-

mental duplications is considered the primary mechanism by which most of the largest

inversions are formed [Feuk, 2010; Kidd et al., 2010]. Therefore, the breakpoints of

the polymorphic inversions are more likely to occur where they are less likely to be

detected, namely in repetitive sequences.

In the regions of segmental duplications is more difficult to map reads uniquely.

Thus, many reads sequenced across inversion breakpoints are mismapped concordantly,

and the power of PEM methods to detect them is significantly reduced. In addition,

many reads sequenced from regions without an inversion could be mismapped discor-

dantly, and the number of false positives detected is significantly increased. In the case

of the paired end mapping method, for this reason, it has a better performance if the

insert size used encompass completely the segmental duplication with the potential

breakpoint. This means, that when detecting inversions, longer template insert sizes al-

ways improve sensitivity and specificity [Lucas Lledó and Cáceres, 2013]. But the insert

size of most used next generation sequencing technologies is yet under 3 kb [Mardis,

2006]. Thus, a big fraction of the polymorphic inversions in the human genome remain

difficult to discover by paired end mapping using this data. Other feature that makes

inversion detection more difficult is that a good definition of an inversion must detect

two paired breakpoints and locate the inverted region in between. Thus the detection

has to find two sets of discordant mappings, as well as refine both breakpoints loci.

1.6 Inversions in the human genome

Historically, inversions in humans have remained relatively poorly studied, with regard

to copy number variants. This is mainly due to the technical difficulty of inversion

detection. For example, the first widely used array-based technology for the study of

structural variation is not suitable for balanced rearrangements. This feature of inver-

sions also downplayed its initial clinical interest, due to that the study of regions that
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change the amount of genetic material promised more productive outcomes attending

to their functional effect. Despite this, at present several polymorphic inversions have

been identified in humans, which highlights the importance of this type of structural

variation, and the interest in them is growing once many more inversions have been

predicted (see Table 1.4) mostly based on next generation sequencing technology.

Table 1.4: Studies that predict inversions in humans.

Study
Predicted
inversions

Method of
detection

Sequencing method
(insert size)

Tuzun et al. [2005] 56 PEM Sanger, Fosmid 40 kb
Korbel et al. [2007] 122 PEM NGS, 3 kb

Levy et al. [2007] 90
full genome
sequencing
comparison

Sanger, HuRef
assembly

Wang et al. [2008] 17 PEM NGS, (135-440) bp
Kidd et al. [2008] 224 PEM Sanger, Fosmid 40 kb
Ahn et al. [2009] 415 PEM NGS, (100-300) bp
McKernan et al. [2009] 91 PEM NGS, 3.5 kb
Pang et al. [2010] 105 PEM Sanger, (2-37) kb

Another important study was the one that performed a cross-species comparison

between the human and chimpanzee genomes assemblies [Feuk et al., 2005]. This study

identified∼1500 putative inversion regions, covering more than 154 Mb of DNA. From

those, it was experimentally validated 23 of the 27 semi-randomly chosen regions, and

13% (3/23) of the chosen inversion were polymorphic in a panel of human samples.

This three polymorphic inversions include fragments of 730 kb (at 7p22), 13 kb (at

7q11), and 1 kb (at 16q24) and their minor allele frequencies are 5%, 30%, and 48%,

respectively. These results suggest that inversions may be a more common feature of

the human genome than it was thought and an important source of variation in primate

genome evolution.
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1.6.1 Inversion polymorphism in the human genome

Despite at present several hundred inversions have been reported in the human genome

[Feuk, 2010], the real knowledge about human inversions has lagged behind and just a

small number of inversions (around∼15) have been characterized in greater detail [An-

tonacci et al., 2009; Bosch et al., 2009; Deng et al., 2008; Entesarian et al., 2009; Feuk,

2010; Giglio et al., 2002; Gilling et al., 2006; Gimelli et al., 2003; Martin et al., 2004;

Osborne et al., 2001; Pang et al., 2013; Salm et al., 2012; Starke et al., 2002; Stefansson

et al., 2005]. The result of this targeted inversion studies, together with other studies

that carry out a more general characterization of inversions [Kidd et al., 2008, 2010;

Korbel et al., 2007; Feuk, 2010] have shown that size distribution of the current map

of inversions in the human genome is slightly different compared to the size distribu-

tion of the copy number variation. Most of the inversions discovered to date are in the

∼10−100 kb interval [Feuk, 2010], and this average is greater than the average of copy

number variants, in around ∼1−10 kb [Feuk, 2010]. Moreover, two main processes

are considered the primary mechanism by which inversions are generated: breaks in

relatively simple regions that are joined in opposite orientation by non-homologous

mechanisms [Onishi-Seebacher and Korbel, 2011] and non-allelic homologous recom-

bination between inverted repeats or segmental duplications [Feuk, 2010; Kidd et al.,

2010; Feuk et al., 2005].

However, important features of inversions remain unknown, such as their fre-

quency and population distribution, because most studies were limited to a handful

of individuals. So far, there are six large inversions studied by FISH in 27 individuals of

three populations [Antonacci et al., 2009], the worldwide genotyping of the 8p23 inver-

sion distribution based on SNP data and genetic substructure [Salm et al., 2012], and

the recent analysis of eight simple inversions in 42 human samples of diverse origins, in-

cluding one inversion genotyped in 57 populations [Pang et al., 2013]. Finally, the most

intensely studied human inversion polymorphism is a fragment of∼900 kb at 17q21.31

[Stefansson et al., 2005; Zody et al., 2008]. In-depth analysis of the refined physical map

of this chromosome showed that the alternative orientations of this inversion correlate

perfectly with two highly divergent (since ∼3 mya) haplotype lineages in European
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population (H1 and H2), which have strong linkage disequilibrium (LD). The local

recombination suppression by the inversion explains the divergent haplotype structure

at this locus. Other interesting finding was that the H2 lineage is rare in Africans and

almost absent in East Asians, but it is found at a frequency of 20% in Europeans, in

whom the haplotype structure suggests it is undergoing positive selection. Detailed

analysis of 29,137 individual genotypes, (16,959 women and 12,178 men) from Iceland

showed a significant increase in fertility in female carriers of either one or two copies of

the inversion, explaining likely its increase in frequency in European [Donnelly et al.,

2010; Steinberg et al., 2012; Boettger et al., 2012]. The exact mechanism by which this

inversion causes the elevation of fertility is still not totally clear, but a plausible expla-

nation may be that the significantly higher recombination rate along the chromosome,

observed in 23066 studied individuals [Kong et al., 2004], might lead into a reduction

in the rates of maternal non-disjunction, the leading cause of pregnancy loss due to ane-

uploidy in the fetus [Kong et al., 2004]. However, it has also been found that there are

copy number variations in genes associated to the inversion and gene expression change

[de Jong et al., 2012].

1.6.2 Inversions in human disorders

Theoretically most inversions are not associated with alterations in the amount of DNA

material, and thus they are more likely to be apparently neutral and may not cause an

obvious phenotypic consequence. Moreover, since very little was known about inver-

sions in humans until relatively recent, it is often problematic to assess whether the

inversion present in a patient is actually associated with the disease or just a polymor-

phism. It has been reported that CRHR1 gene variants within a 900 kb inversion are

associated with inhaled corticosteroid response in asthma complex disorders [Tantisira

et al., 2008].

The mutational effects that change the gene coding structures, such as the break

within an intron and the reordering of the distribution of exons within a gene, might

lead into a genomic disorder. An example is the case of the inversion associated to an

X-linked disorder caused by the disruption in the factor VIII gene, which gives rise to

hemophilia A. This is a recurrent inversion that spans a fragment of approximately 400
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kb and has been found present in ∼20−45% of patients on families with severe disease

[Lakich et al., 1993; Antonarakis et al., 1995]. As is usual in recurrent inversions, it is

mediated by two inverted segmental duplications, one of which is located in intron 22

of the factor VIII gene, with two other copies being located ∼400 kb distal to the gene.

Other recurrent inversion generated from recombination events between IDS gene and

a second IDS locus (IDS-2) located within 90 kb, has been shown to lead into a disease

phenotype on 13% of patients with the Hunter syndrome. In this case, the effect of the

inversion results in a disruption in the intron 7 of the IDS gene [Bondeson et al., 1995].

A specific category of inversions associated with genetic disorders are those that

are not directly causative, but rather increase the risk of further rearrangements that

cause disease. Such is the case of the inversion of ∼3.5 Mb at chromosome 4 and the

inversion of ∼6 Mb at chromosome 8. Both of these inversions have breakpoints that

fall in clusters of olfactory receptor OR genes of high identity on both 4p16 and 8p23

and might be involved in the origin of the t(4;8)(p16;p23) translocation, possibly re-

lated with Wolf-Hirschhorn syndrome and dysmorphic/mental retardation syndrome

[Giglio et al., 2002].

An inversion in the 48 kb region of the filamin (FLN1) and emerin genes (EMD),

that was found in heterozygosis in the 33% of females studied, helps to explain some

cases of the X-linked disorder that leads into Emery-Dreifuss muscular dystrophy (EMD)

[Raffaele Di Barletta et al., 2000], by inducing the deletion of the EMD gene and also a

partial duplication of the nearby FLN1 gene. The inversion is generated by non-allelic

homologous recombination among two large inverted segmental duplications (11.3 kb

with > 99% sequence identity), which flank this region [Small et al., 1997; Small and

Warren, 1998].

Several polymorphic inversions confer a predisposition to further chromosomal mi-

crodeletion in subsequent syndrome-affected generations (see Table 1.5). The inversion

at the 7q11.23 region was found in parents of 33% of the patients of Williams-Beuren

syndrome which carried the 1.5 Mb hemizygous microdeletion putatively causing the

disease [Osborne et al., 2001]. The inversion seems to be related to the disease, but

not directly associated with the abnormal phenotype in itself, since the frequency in

the general population is approximately ∼5% [Tam et al., 2008] and the carrier parents
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Table 1.5: Polymorphic inversions that predispose to microdeletion in offspring
affected by genomic syndromes.

Cytogenetic locus Frequencya Inversion Length related syndrome
5q35 Unknown ∼1.3 Mb Sotos
15q11-q13 9% ∼4.0 Mb Angelman
7q11.23 5% ∼1.5 Mb William-Beuren
a Frequency in population. Higher values has been found in parents of patients with microdeletion.

are normal. Similarly, an inversion located at 15q11-q13 was found on heterozygosis

in 67% of mothers of the Angelman syndrome patients carrying microdeletion in this

region [Gimelli et al., 2003]. In the normal population, the incidence of the inversion

is ∼9%. This difference in the frequency of the inversion suggests that the inversion

could be an intermediate state that facilitates the occurrence of 15q11-q13 deletions in

the offspring [Gimelli et al., 2003]. In the case of Sotos syndrome, which is also often

caused by microdeletion in the two patients with a deletion in the maternally derived

chromosome, all four parents were heterozygous for the inversion of segment ∼1.3 Mb

at 5q35 region [Visser et al., 2005].

In these examples, inversion of the region between the flanking duplications is

thought to result in abnormal meiotic pairing, leading to an increased susceptibility

to NAHR. Thus, these inversions have so far only been associated with an increased

susceptibility to deletions at these loci. The syndrome studies therefore highlight the

inversion as a risk factor, since these events apparently occur at increased frequencies

when the transmitting parent carries an inversion of the segment that is deleted in the

affected offspring.

1.7 Storage projects and databases of structural variants

The increased number of inversions that are being predicted are currently stored to-

gether with the other structural variants in different databases that provide stable and

traceable identifiers for their analysis (see some examples in Table 1.6). Most of these

projects have been developed to store structural variants that are linked to different phe-
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notypes and related with diseases, and because of this inversions are little represented.

However, the ubiquity of structural variants on human genomes has impulsed some

other projects that support public access to a much broader information on structural

variants that generally are not known to cause diseases but are very useful for biomedi-

cal studies.

The Human Gene Mutation Database (HGMD®) represents an attempt to collate

known (published) gene lesions responsible for human inherited disease [Stenson et al.,

2009]. This database has now acquired a broad utility in that it embodies an up-to-date

and comprehensive reference source to the spectrum of inherited human gene lesions,

and stores valuable data mainly of copy number variants. Thus, HGMD provides in-

formation of practical diagnostic importance to: (i) researchers in human molecular

genetics, (ii) physicians interested in a particular inherited condition in a given patient

or family, and (iii) genetic counsellors.

DECIPHER is a Database of Chromosomal Imbalance and Phenotype in Humans

Using Ensembl Resources [Swaminathan et al., 2012]. The primary purposes of the

DECIPHER project are to: (i) Increase medical and scientific knowledge about chro-

mosomal microdeletions/duplications; (ii) Improve medical care and genetic advice for

individuals/families with submicroscopic chromosomal imbalance; (iii) Facilitate re-

search into the study of genes which affect human development and health. Known

and predicted genes within an aberration are listed in the DECIPHER patient report,

common copy-number changes in healthy populations are displayed, and genes of rec-

ognized clinical importance are highlighted. It is expected that the data generated from

the project will be used by others, such as researchers interested in developing new an-

alytical methods, in understanding patterns of polymorphism, and in refining critical

intervals to map genes involved in specific phenotypes and diseases.

The Human Genome Structural Variation Project [Eichler et al., 2006; Human

Genome Structural Variation Working Group et al., 2007] includes the discovery of

variants through development of clone resources, sequence resolution of variants, and

accurate typing of variants in individuals of African, European or Asian ancestry.

This project has employed a clone-based method to systematically identify and se-

quence structural variants genome wide. It is resulting in an integrated database of
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Table 1.6: Databases and resources for structural variation studies.

Name Description
Database of Genomic

Variants (DGV)

A curated catalogue of human genomic structural

variation. The content represents structural variation

(larger than 50bp) identified in healthy control

samples.

Human Genome Structural

Variation Project

A catalogue of human genomic polymorphisms

ascertained by experimental and computational

analyses. The data are mapped against the UCSC

Human Genome Browser.

Database of Chromosomal

Imbalance and Phenotype

in Humans Using Ensembl

Resources (DECIPHER)

It is an interactive web-based database which

incorporates a suite of tools designed to aid in the

interpretation of submicroscopic chromosomal

imbalances. The project enhances clinical diagnosis by

retrieving information from a variety of bioinformatics

resources relevant to the imbalance found in the

patient.

The Human Gene

Mutation Database

(HGMD®)

It represents an attempt to collate published gene

lesions responsible for human inherited disease. The

project seeks to include DNA sequence variants that

are either (i) disease-associated and of likely functional

significance, or (ii) of clear functional significance even

though not associated clinical phenotype may have

been identified to date.

Database of Genomic

Variants archive (DGVa)

This project gives support the DGV project and also is

a repository that provides archiving, accessioning and

distribution of publicly available genomic structural

variants, in all species. It is integrated with EMBL-EBI

resources and the Ensembl genome browser

NCBI database of genomic

structural variation (dbVar)

dbVar stores all types of structural variants and accepts

data from all species. It is integrated with Entrez and

other NCBI resources
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structural variation polymorphisms ascertained by experimental and computational

analyses. This database includes large-scale structural variation (LSV), copy number

polymorphisms (CNPs) and intermediate-sized structural variation (ISV), mostly de-

termined by fosmid paired-end sequence analysis [Tuzun et al., 2005; Kidd et al., 2008].

The data are represented against the UCSC Human Genome Browser and related with

SNPs using the same DNA samples used by the HapMap Project.

The necessity to integrate and archive the explosion of public structural variation

data from several large-scale projects such as the Human Genome Structural Variation

or the 1000 Genomes Project, and include other studies that report SVs in a sepa-

rate sample genome has been satisfied through the development of two main official

projects that are serving this role to the scientific community: the NCBI database of

genomic structural variation (dbVar) and the Database of Genomic Variants archive

(DGVa) [Lappalainen et al., 2013; Church et al., 2010]. Although dbVar and DGVa,

both are managing more or less the same data source, they are providing complemen-

tary value-added tools and data access. The dbVar stores all types of structural variants

and accepts data from all species, including clinical data of human samples of healthy

controls and diseased patients. It also identifies variant prediction artifacts and provides

some curation through cross referencing of its data with information from the Genome

Reference Consortium (GRC). dbVar is integrated with Entrez and other NCBI re-

sources. Meanwhile, the DGVa catalogue, stores and freely disseminates this important

class of variation also for all species, and it is integrated with EMBL-EBI resources and

the Ensembl genome browser. Both projects are providing a valuable resource to a large

community of researchers.

Moreover, DGVa has been designed to facilitate the curatorial work of the major

database project focused on human structural variation, the Database of Genomic Vari-

ants(DGV) [Iafrate et al., 2004]. The main goal of this database project is to provide a

useful catalogue of curated data, and to facilitate the interpretation of structural variants

within the studies aiming to correlate genomic variation with phenotypic data. DGV

has served a very important role collecting and analyzing structural variation data. Un-

like the previous two databases, DGV is not designed for a prompt updating of the

newer data. It has by contrast a discontinued submission of selected and preprocessed
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studies. Currently the database stores 55 studies that predict all the variety of structural

variants, in which there are 2304349 of predicted events of CNV and 3380 of inversion

events. The predictions with similar boundaries across the sample set are merged to

form a representative variant that highlights the common variant found in the study.

At this merge level, the number of CNVs gets down to 109863 and for inversions to

238 events.

1.8 Statement of the scientific problem

Over the last years there has been a major drive in genomic research to address one

of the main scientific breakthroughs [Pennisi, 2007a], the comprehensive identification

of structural variation in the human genome and their role in phenotypic variation.

As a result of this, so far there is already a great accumulation of information over the

structural variation and their potential effects. Despite that the early findings were a

great success in developing human genome maps of CNVs, the mapping of inversions

has been lagging behind. However, inversions have been increasingly recognized as a

relatively common source of variation and an important genomic force in the human

genome, contrarily to early predictions from classical cytogenetics.

The current dilemma in studying human inversions is the high level of false positive

predictions, and the absence of a consolidated catalogue of the most reliable inversions

and their associated information. To face these challenge will undoubtedly help the

experimental validation and characterization of inversions and will pave the way for

the main goal, to enhance our understanding of the functional and evolutionary con-

sequences of the inversions, their real impact in the human genome, and their role in

the phenotypic differences between individuals. In addition, this will open the gate to

further biomedical lines of research.

1.9 Objectives

The main goal of the thesis is to improve the performance of PEM methods for inver-

sion prediction. Furthermore, the thesis aims to obtain a better insight into the global
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knowledge of human inversions by the full integration of the information currently

available. The study is divided into four objectives complementary to each other, that

are focused on different aspects of the study of inversions. The specific objectives are:

1. Study the theoretical framework of the paired-end mapping (PEM) for inversions

and develop a new algorithm focused on improving the reliability and the accu-

racy of the predictions.

2. Generate reliable polymorphic inversion predictions from available PEM data in

the human genome.

3. Design the first database of polymorphic inversions in the human genome and

generate the best non-redundant catalogue of independent inversions linked to

all available related data.

4. Describe the global pattern of human inversion polymorphism based on the most

reliable information stored in our database.
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CHAPTER 2

ACCURATE
CHARACTERIZATION OF

INVERSIONS IN THE HUMAN
GENOME FROM PAIRED-END

MAPPING DATA WITH THE
GRIAL ALGORITHM

2.1 Summary

During the last years there has been a great interest in the characterization of genomic

structural variation, and paired-end mapping (PEM) is the most widely used method to

detect different types of these variants. However, compared to insertions and deletions,

inversion prediction presents unique challenges. GRIAL is a new algorithm developed

specifically to detect and map accurately inversions. It is based on geometrical rules
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derived from expected inversion PEM patterns to cluster individual mappings belong-

ing to each breakpoint, merge clusters into inversions, and refine breakpoint location.

Using available fosmid PEM data from 9 different individuals, we have been able to

predict several hundred inversions in the human genome, including many highly over-

lapping predictions that are consistent with complex events. In addition, by combining

published data and experimental validation in the same individuals, we have created a

gold standard of 56 polymorphic inversions in humans. Thanks to different quality

scores to assess the reliability of the predictions according to the expected breakpoint

support included in GRIAL, we have been able to identify misleading PEM patterns

and their causes, and discard a big fraction of the predicted inversions as false positives.

Among the main causes of inversion prediction errors are sequencing artifacts and in-

dividual sequence differences between repeats due to gene conversion. The comparison

of GRIAL predicted inversions with other programs shows that GRIAL has higher sen-

sitivity and precision in breakpoint location. Therefore, this analysis has allowed us to

identify around 100 reliable human polymorphic inversions, which is the first step to

determine their main characteristics and their functional impact.

2.2 Introduction

Genomic studies have discovered a large amount of structural variation (SV) in humans

and other organisms [Feuk et al., 2006; Weischenfeldt et al., 2013; Yalcin et al., 2012;

Sudmant et al., 2013]. However, the level of characterization of the different types of

SVs is still quite heterogeneous. Most studies have focused on unbalanced SVs, includ-

ing insertion-deletion (indels) or copy number variants (CNVs) [1000 Genomes Project

et al., 2012; Conrad et al., 2010; Redon et al., 2006], which can be easily validated and

genotyped in multiple individuals using arrays. Due to the difficulty of its detection

both at the bioinformatic and experimental level, other SVs like inversions have been

poorly characterized. Inversions per se are typically balanced SVs and just change the

orientation of a part of the genome, without resulting in alterations of the amount of

DNA. Therefore, despite the early interest in inversions from studies in Drosophila,

which discovered thousands of inversions and showed that they could have important
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effects in genetic recombination and adaptation [Hoffmann and Rieseberg, 2008; Kirk-

patrick, 2010; Krimbas and Powell, 1992], until recently just a handful of polymorphic

inversions had been characterized in some detail in humans [Feuk, 2010]. Nevertheless,

many of them have shown to have functional consequences, either by the increased sus-

ceptibility to other rearrangements in parents of individuals with genomic syndromes

[Antonacci et al., 2009; Osborne et al., 2001; Small and Warren, 1998], association to

certain human diseases [Lakich et al., 1993; Salm et al., 2012], or increased female fertil-

ity [Stefansson et al., 2005].

Thanks to the advances in DNA sequencing, the most used method for the genome-

wide prediction of all kind of SVs is that of end-sequence profiling (ESP) or paired-end

mapping (PEM) [Alkan et al., 2011], which was first introduced to identify polymor-

phic SVs in the human genome [Tuzun et al., 2005; Volik et al., 2003]. This technique

is based on the analysis of the mapping profile to a reference genome of the two end

sequences (also known as paired-ends or mate-pairs) of a large number of fragments of

known length. Abnormal or discordant PEM patterns could be evidence of putative

SV breakpoints, and PEM has been used extensively with libraries of different frag-

ment sizes [Ahn et al., 2009; Kidd et al., 2008; Korbel et al., 2007; McKernan et al.,

2009; Pang et al., 2013; Wang et al., 2008]. The main advantage of this technique is

that it has higher sensitivity to detect balanced SVs over array-based methods. In ad-

dition, it locates breakpoints with relatively good resolution, which depends on the

size of the fragments used, giving us the opportunity to gain information on the effects

and mechanism of generation of these changes. PEM studies have therefore resulted in

the prediction of several hundred inversions in the different individuals analyzed [Ahn

et al., 2009; Kidd et al., 2008; Korbel et al., 2007; McKernan et al., 2009; Pang et al., 2013;

Wang et al., 2008]. However, we do not yet understand well the source and amount of

false positives and false negatives generated by these analyses [Lucas Lledó and Cáceres,

2013; Onishi-Seebacher and Korbel, 2011].

One of the critical steps in SV prediction by PEM is the bioinformatic analysis of

the data, and the algorithms to predict SVs are constantly growing both in number and

sophistication. Briefly, three main strategies have been used to identify SVs both alone

or in combination [Medvedev et al., 2009]: the clustering of consistent discordant PEM
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evidences that support the same SV (e.g. PEMer [Korbel et al., 2009], BreakDancer

[Chen et al., 2009], SVDetect [Zeitouni et al., 2010] or GASV [Sindi et al., 2009]),

the analysis of the read-depth of concordant and discordant mappings per region (e.g.

GASVpro [Sindi et al., 2012], PESV-Fisher [Escaramís et al., 2013], or HYDRA [Quin-

lan et al., 2010], with local de novo assembly), and the identification of breakpoints

using split-reads (e.g. DELLY [Rausch et al., 2012]). Other algorithms are capable of

managing multiple possible read locations and reduce the mapping mistakes by using

probabilistic methods to define the correct location of each paired-end (e.g. Variation-

Hunter (VH) [Hormozdiari et al., 2009, 2010] or GASVpro [Sindi et al., 2012]. How-

ever, most of these methods have been designed with several types of SVs in mind and

have not devoted special attention to inversion characteristics in order to improve their

prediction. In addition, it is suspected that the rate of false positives in most programs

could be quite high [Handsaker et al., 2011]. Thus, although in theory PEM should be

an excellent technique for SV detection, the low reliability of the predictions reduces

considerably the usability of the data.

In particular, inversions could be more difficult to predict than other types of SVs,

like indels or CNVs [Lucas Lledó and Cáceres, 2013; Onishi-Seebacher and Korbel,

2011]. First, inversions are identified so far mainly just by a specific signature of

one paired end being mapped in the unexpected orientation, which could be also due

to other causes. Second, inversions should be defined by a combination of different

orientation-discordant PEMs that correspond to the two breakpoints. Finally, inver-

sions usually occur between highly-identical inverted repeats (either segmental dupli-

cations (SDs) or repetitive elements) that are especially challenging for PEM methods

[Lucas Lledó and Cáceres, 2013; Onishi-Seebacher and Korbel, 2011]. The difficulty

of inversion detection is exemplified by the recent analysis of the 1000 Genomes data,

which described insertions and deletions but did not attempt to predict inversions [1000

Genomes Project et al., 2012]. Therefore, there is a need for improved detection meth-

ods that provides a more accurate and reliable picture of the inversion polymorphism

in the human genome. It is also important to have a good validated inversion set to

benchmark the different SV prediction algorithms.
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In this study we have developed a new specialized algorithm, GRIAL, based on

inversion-specific characteristics to define inversions accurately from PEM data, elimi-

nate most false positives through a prediction scoring system, and refine the breakpoints

to the minimum interval. For that, we have used the most complete PEM dataset so

far, including fosmids of 9 individuals [Kidd et al., 2008]. We have identified a few hun-

dred reliable inversions and uncovered some of the most common sources of error in

PEM predictions. We have also benchmarked our algorithm against a gold standard of

experimentally validated inversions, including many validated in this work, and found

that it performs considerably better than other commonly used programs.

2.3 Materials and methods

2.3.1 Theoretical framework for inversion PEM

The inversion process generates a particular PEM pattern characterized by discordant

orientation of the two mapped ends, and the exact orientation observed will be dif-

ferent depending on the breakpoint spanned (either BP1 or BP2) (Figure 2.1). Inver-

sions specific characteristics allow us to define a set of mathematical rules that all the

PEMs supporting an inversion with the same breakpoints should fulfill. These rules

are mainly based on the geometrical relationship between the pairs of mapped ends

derived from the change of orientation of the segment between the breakpoints. Con-

trarily to other SVs, each inversion has two breakpoints that are identified by different

sets of paired-end reads discordant in orientation. Therefore, the rules for inversion

PEM are divided in: (1) identification of a discordant region that is evidence of a single

inversion breakpoint; (2) merging of two breakpoints of the same inversion to avoid

redundant predictions, and (3) refinement of the intervals where the breakpoints are

most likely located. The formalization of the expected inversion patterns is very im-

portant to determine more accurately which PEMs are really indicating the presence of

a valid inversion and separate them from discordant mappings caused by other changes

or complex regions with multiple SVs.

Different sequencing strategies have been used to obtain the pairs of end sequences,

which sometimes have been distinguished (a bit confusingly) as paired-ends or mate-
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Figure 2.1: Schematic diagram of an inversion and the resulting paired-end mappings.
- The diagram shows the pattern of paired-end mapping that results from the inversion (red
fragment). The yellow arrows represents reads that maps in positive strand, and blue arrow
represent reads that maps in negative strand.

pairs [Alkan et al., 2011; Medvedev et al., 2009]. These sequencing strategies lead to

different relative orientation of the two end sequences spanning each breakpoint. For

simplicity, for the rest of the paper we describe the results from a typical Sanger [Tuzun

et al., 2005] or Illumina paired-end sequencing experiment, which sequences each end

of a fragment from a different DNA strand (the methods described apply to the two

sequencing strategies, just changing the expected mapping orientation). According to

this, both end reads of discordant pairs will map in forward orientation (+/+) if they

correspond to BP1, or in reverse orientation (−/−) if they correspond to BP2 (see

Figure 2.1). A brief description of the geometrical rules for inversion definition is listed

below according to the terms described in the Figure 2.1.

(1) Identification and clustering of discordant PEMs that are consistent with the same

inversion breakpoint:

Rule 1.1: For 2 PEM to belong to the same inversion BP, all should have the

same orientation and the distance between the two ends have to be within the

variation of the library size.
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∆inner and ∆outer =

{
|xi − xj |

|yi − yj |
≤ maxLf

Rule 1.2: Sum rule: The sum of the position of the two ends must range around

the variation of the fragment template length therefore, it can not vary more than

the maximum variation of the insert size in the library.

|δ(xi + yi)|= |δLf | ≤ |max ∆Lf |

(2) Merging the clusters of the two breakpoints of the same inversion:

Rule 2.1: Maximum distance between the limits of the clusters must not exceed

twice the library length plus the expected variation (maxLf ), and the beginning

of the positive cluster Cls++ must not exceed the beginning of the negative clus-

ter Cls−−).

|∆Cls|=

{
BP1 = |Cls++

minx − Cls
−−
maxx|

BP2 = |Cls++
min y − Cls

−−
max y|

≤ 2 maxLf

Rule 2.2: The difference between the sum of the positions of the two ends of

PEM+ and PEM− clusters should be within the range of the double of minimum

and the double of maximum of insert size in the library.

2 minLf ≤ |(xi + yi)++ − (xj + yj)−−| ≤ 2 maxLf

(3) Refinement of the intervals where the breakpoints are most likely located:

Rule 3.1: Breakpoints are defined by the position of the most internal mapping

outside the inversion and the closest within (either + or −).
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BP1

{
s =Cls++

maxx

e = min(Cls++
min y, Cls

−−
minx)

BP2

{
s = max(Cls++

max y, Cls
−−
maxx)

e =Cls−−
min y

Rule 3.2: Alternatively, the limit can be defined by adding to the closest PEM,

the difference between the maximum library length minus the distance between

the closest and the furthest PEM.

BP1

{
s = max(Cls++

maxx, Cls
−−
maxx −maxLf )

e = min(Cls++
minx + maxLf , Cls

−−
minx)

BP2

{
s = max(Cls++

max y, Cls
−−
max y −maxLf )

e = min(Cls−−
min y, Cls

++
min y + maxLf )

Several of these rules are applicable to other types of SVs and have been previously

described (see for example, [Hormozdiari et al., 2009]). However, the newly derived

paired-end Sum rule to define between which PEMs belong to the same breakpoints

(1.2) and to merge the clusters of the two inversion breakpoints (2.2) are specific of

this work. In addition, we have also defined new rules to define breakpoints more

accurately. It is important to note that these rules just depend on the expected size

of the library fragments generated for the PEM and should be very robust. However,

one problem is that large indels within the discordant fragments above the expected

error of the library size distribution would appear as inversions with slightly different

breakpoints.

2.3.2 Inversion prediction scores

The amount of discordant support and the read-depth profile in a particular region

have been used previously to assess the reliability of SV detection [Escaramís et al.,
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2013; Sindi et al., 2012]. The accurate breakpoint definition provided by the above geo-

metrical rules allowed us to develop two new scores to measure the quality of inversion

predictions and eliminate additional false positives.

1. Discordant/Concordant ratio (D/C-score). Assuming a diploid genome, the

ratio of the number of discordant fragments supporting a predicted breakpoint

interval with respect to the total number of mappings (both concordant and dis-

cordant) across the same interval (Equation 2.1) is expected to be 1 for homozy-

gote inversions and 0.5 for heterozygote inversions (half the reads mapped at each

side of the breakpoint interval should be concordant and the other half should

be discordant). Deviations from these expected values could be considered signal

of erroneous inversion predictions.

DC-ratio =

N∑
i=1

Disci

N∑
i=1

Disci + Conci

(2.1)

Where, Disc is the total number of Discordant PEMs supporting the inversion

at each side of the BP1 and BP2 intervals, and Conc is the number of PEMs not

supporting the inversion at each side of the the BP1 and BP2 intervals.

To calculate this score, the observed DC-ratio was calculated for all (N ) individ-

uals together according to Equation 2.1. The expected DC-ratio was calculated

assuming that individuals with only discordant PEM are homozygous for the

inversion and those with at least 1 discordant PEM are heterozygous for the in-

version, which is a conservative estimate. In addition, to avoid overestimating

the number of concordant PEMs in breakpoint regions located within highly

identical inverted SDs, we removed all concordant PEMs in which one end is

completely located in a region of 100% identity between the SDs according to

the alignments available in UCSC (non-informative PEM). Then, inversion pre-

dictions for which the expected DC-ratio is more than double the observed one

and the expected vs observed ratio test P-value was less than 0.05 were filtered.
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This score has the advantage that uses the concordant mapping in the same region

to estimate the expected number of discordant PEM depending on the predicted

inversion genotype, and therefore it is not sensitive to specific characteristics of

the region that affect the number of mapped reads. In addition, for valid inver-

sions, the DC-ratio for each individual can be also used to predict the inversion

genotype.

2. Discordant support (DS) score. The second score calculates the expected sup-

port for the inversion considering a homogeneous read-depth for each chromo-

some taking into account the predicted inversion size, the size of both breakpoint

intervals, the length of the library, and the mappability in the region according

to the presence of SDs and repetitive elements. In this case, we filtered all pre-

dictions for which the Poisson distribution P-value of the observed discordant

support was less than 0.001.

2.3.3 Implementation of the inversion prediction algorithm

In order to predict inversions accurately from PEM data, the above rules and scores

have been implemented into a Perl package named GRIAL (Geometric Rule Inversion

Algorithm; Spanish for Grail). The GRIAL package is distributed under the GNU

General Public License (GPL) and can be downloaded and run locally without limi-

tations from http://grupsderecerca.uab.cat/cacereslab/grial. It has been tested under

different Linux distributions, Microsoft Windows and Mac OS . The different steps of

the algorithm are represented in Figure 2.2 and a complete description of the program

can be found in the GRIAL user’s manual. The work-flow of the program has been

divided in 5 parts that include: (1) the read of input data and the configuration file,

where the user sets the parameters that GRIAL will use throughout the process; (2) the

clustering of compatible discordant PEMs, in which all possible candidate clusters are

considered and the best candidate clusters (i.e. those with the highest support, or the

lowest variance of the sum coefficient) are selected to create an unbiased non-redundant

set; (3) the prediction of inversions from matching +/+ and −/− PEM clusters of the

two breakpoints or single breakpoint clusters (+/+ or −/−) and the refinement of the
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location of breakpoints; (4) the calculation of the scores to assess the reliability of the

inversion predictions; and (5) the writing of the output data and the generation of the

final report of predicted inversions. Due to the parallelization of the initial process by

chromosome and DNA strand, the program runs relatively fast.

Figure 2.2: Work-flow of the different steps and processes in the GRIAL algorithm. -
Description of the main tasks to predict inversions from paired-end mapping

2.3.4 Calculation of inversion prediction complexity

Determining the level of complexity of the predictions is also very important for the

interpretation and experimental validation of inversions. In some regions, inversion

discordant PEMs are not actually compatible with a single inversion and give rise to

multiple predictions with different degree of overlap. To establish the complexity we

have defined the equivalent prediction pred∗ (Equation (2.2)), that gives an idea of

really how many different inversions could be present in a region. It is calculated by

computing the shared fraction between the overlapped predictions with respect to the

potential total as:
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pred∗ =
pred× L

pred∑
i=1

li

(2.2)

Where "pred" is the total number of predictions overlapping in the region, "L" is

the total length of the region, "li" is the length of the different predictions. This value

is 1 if all predictions overlap completely and 1.5 if two predictions overlap reciprocally

by 50%.

Locations with more than 4 predictions in which pred∗ > 2 were defined as high

complex regions. Locations in which pred∗<1.5 and there are 2 or 3 predictions with

an overlap between them higher than 70% were defined as simple regions, suggesting

that there is likely only one inversion. The predictions in between are classified as low

complex regions, indicating that there are at most two different inversions.

2.3.5 Data set used for inversion definition.

To test and optimize the algorithm we used the extensive paired-mapping resource from

fosmids of 9 individuals of diverse origin [Kidd et al., 2008; Tuzun et al., 2005] belonging

to the Human Genome Structural Variation Project (http://hgsv.washington.edu/).

This corresponds to Sanger sequences (∼300−800 bp) of the two ends of ∼35−40

kb fragments. Previous mapping data from the concordant and discordant fosmids of

the 9 individuals [Kidd et al., 2008] to the HG18 human genome assembly were down-

loaded from http://mrhgsv.gs.washington.edu/cgi-bin/hgTables. In order to increase

the power of inversion detection with GRIAL, all libraries were merged in a unique big

dataset, since no significant differences in the size of the fosmids were found. For all

the libraries combined, the average fosmid length is 39222 bp, the standard deviation is

2691 bp, the minimum and maximum lengths are respectively 25163 bp and 49224 bp,

and there are a total of 12162 inversion discordant fosmids.

Before applying the GRIAL algorithm, several filtering steps were applied to the

data to eliminate false positives. First, we identified discordant fosmids that could have

been artifactually duplicated during the construction of the library and have virtually

the same location [Tuzun et al., 2005]. According to the different sequencing strategy
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used and the analysis of the distance between the fosmid mapped ends in each library,

the criteria to identify duplicated fosmids was a distance between the two mapped ends

of fosmids of the same individual and same orientation of ≤ 17 bp for G248 and ≤ 50

bp for ABC7-14 libraries. This identified 1624 fosmids as potentially duplicated, and

several of them have been shown to be identical by whole fosmid sequencing. Fosmids

with this error have been weighted down proportionally to the number of fosmids that

could have been duplicated since they provide redundant information and overestimate

the discordant signal in the region. In addition, we found 3366 discordant fosmids in

which the best mapping of the two ends overlapped by >50%. Many of those were due

to incorrect or partial mappings and were excluded from the input dataset. Finally, all

discordant fosmids mapping at random chromosomes were also eliminated.

2.3.6 Benchmarking of GRIAL against other methods and real inversion
data

To check the performance of GRIAL, we compared the inversions predicted by Kidd

et al. [2008] and those obtained by other available methods. These predictions were

also compared to the gold-standard of previously validated inversions and our own set

of validated inversions using bioinformatic and experimental methods (see below). In

order to compare the 251 inversions predicted by Kidd et al. [2008] using as reference

the HG17 human genome assembly, the HG18 positions of the fosmids included in

Kidd et al. [2008] predictions were used to determine the inversion limits. The other

algorithms were run using default parameters and the same original data set as GRIAL

(before the filtering process). In all cases the minimum discordant support for inver-

sion prediction was 2. In addition, since each method predicts breakpoint coordinates

differently, they were modified in order to make predictions comparable by adding the

maximum fosmid length to create an interval where the breakpoint should be located.

2.3.7 Validation of predicted inversions and building of inversion gold-
standard data set

To obtain more information on the methods performance and to generate a catalogue

of human polymorphic inversions, we validated inversion predictions in two different
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ways. First, to discard possible false positives, PEM support of some predictions was

manually re-analyzed using all available data, including comparison with human assem-

blies HG19 (plus additional patches) [Church et al., 2011], HuRef [Levy et al., 2007]

and additional BAC and fosmid sequences of the same region. This was done by re-

mapping of the fosmid end sequences and by local alignment of sequences with Blat

[Camacho et al., 2009] and Megablast [NCBI Resource, 2013]. Second, experimental

validation of some of the predicted inversions was carried out by PCR, especially those

differentially predicted by GRIAL. Two pairs of primers were designed at each side of

the two predicted breakpoints using Primer3 [Rozen and Skaletsky, 2000] and the two

orientations, HG18 reference (standard or Std) and inverted (Inv), were tested by PCR

amplification of DNA from the same 9 individuals from which the fosmids were de-

rived and HuRef ( J. Craig Venter) DNA. PCR was performed in 25µl reactions with

50−100 ng of DNA, 1.5 U of Taq DNA polymerase (Biotherm or Roche), 0.4−0.8µM

of each primer, 0.8 mM dNTPs, 1.5 mM MgCl2, and 1× Taq DNA polymerase buffer,

by an initial denaturation of 5 min at 95◦C, followed by 35 cycles at 95◦C for 30 s,

59− 62◦C for 30 s, and 72◦C for 30−120 s depending on the template size, and a final

extension at 72◦C for 7 min. PCR products were analyzed by gel electrophoresis on

1.5−2% agarose gels stained with ethidium bromide and for those inversions in which

the Inv orientation sequence was not available, the amplification products were purified

and sequenced to determine the exact location of the breakpoints. DNA was extracted

from Epstein-Barr virus-transformed B-lymphoblastoid cell lines of each individual as

previously described [Aguado et al. 2013 submitted (Appendix C)] or obtained directly

from Coriell Cell Repositories (Camden, New Jersey, USA) (HuRef).

The gold-standard inversion data set was generated from all the validated inversions

found in the literature and those validated in this work. Due to possible assembly errors

or chimeric fosmids, no inversions were considered validated based only in sequence in-

formation, such as that of the HuRef genome [Levy et al., 2007] or whole-sequenced

fosmids [Kidd et al., 2010], without additional independent experimental validation.

In addition, only previously PCR validated inversions with sequence support for the

breakpoints were considered [Korbel et al., 2007; Lam et al., 2010]. Breakpoint posi-

tions were refined by the comparison of the Std and Inv sequences. For inversions with
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inverted repeats (IRs) at the breakpoints, the IR sequences in Std and Inv orientation

were aligned using Muscle [Edgar, 2004] to identify sequence changes between the par-

alogous copies of the repeats and the point where these variants get exchanged due to

the inversion. In these cases, the breakpoint intervals were defined by three or more

consecutive paralogous sequence variants (PSVs) indicating a recombination between

the IRs in the inverted sequences. Finally, four identified assembly errors in HG18 were

also included in the comparison to increase the sample size.

2.4 Results

2.4.1 Prediction of human polymorphic inversions with GRIAL

In order to get a better idea of the real inversion set in the human genome and predict

accurately their breakpoints, we tested our newly developed inversion prediction algo-

rithm GRIAL with the PEM data of fosmid libraries of 9 different individuals already

mapped to HG18 [Kidd et al., 2008]. These libraries were previously used to predict

a total of 251 inversions [Kidd et al., 2008] and are one of the most complete data sets

for SV detection in humans. After doing an ANOVA with the previously identified

concordant set to ensure that the fosmid libraries do not show significant differences in

template length, we made a unique pool to increase the coverage of the human genome

and the power to detect inversions, especially for small ones [Lucas Lledó and Cáceres,

2013]. Then, we selected the previously identified 12162 inversion discordant fosmids,

and 3366 discordant PEM were discarded because of high overlap between the mappings

of the two ends and 1624 were marked as putative duplicated copies during library con-

struction in the GRIAL preprocessing step (see Materials and Methods).

Considering a minimum support of two discordant fosmids, GRIAL predicted 636

inversions located at 306 regions. Of those, 220 (34.6%) inversion predictions have

PEM support of both breakpoints and in 416 (65.4%) only one breakpoint has been

detected. In addition, 201 inversions have only support of a single PEM in each break-

point or a single PEM in two individuals, and are identified just by the merging of all

the information. To check the reliability of the predictions we used two filtering scores

based in the ratio of the number of discordant and concordant PEM that support one
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or the other orientation (DC-score) and the expected discordant support (DS-score) (see

Materials and Methods.) After applying GRIAL with the DC and DS scores, also

named as GRIAL+, 414 (65.1%) predictions were filtered and the final high quality set

consists of 222 (34.9%) reliable predictions located in 187 regions. This suggests that

the number of false positive inversion predictions from PEM data is extremely high.

One interesting observation from GRIAL results is that there are many regions

with several overlapping inversion predictions supported by PEM that are not con-

sistent with the same inversion breakpoints. These complex predictions have been

classified as unique and simple regions with only one putative inversion (47.5%), low-

complex regions with two putative inversions (13.2%), and high-complex regions if

there appear to be above three putative inversions (39.1%) (Table 2.1). On the GRIAL+

results this degree of complexity is considerably reduced, with clearly most predictions

(70.3%) at simple regions, and only 18.0% at high complex regions (Table 2.1). In addi-

tion, when the association of these regions with gaps in the genome reference assembly

was examined, we observed a clear enrichment of assembly gaps within or at a distance

smaller than the template length of high complex regions (Table 2.1). This suggests that

many of these predictions could be due to wrong PEM signals, caused by problems in

the genome assembly, and gives support to GRIAL+ score results.

Table 2.1: Summary characteristics of inversions predicted by GRIAL and GRIAL+.

Region type GRIAL
predictions
(GRIAL+)

Inversion
regions
(GRIAL+)

Predictions
in gaps
(GRIAL+)

Unique and simple 302 (156) 253 (151) 14 (7)
Low complex 84 (26) 25 (17) 16 (7)
High complex 250 (40) 28 (19) 128 (11)
Total 636 (222) 306 (187) 158 (25)

To assess GRIAL performance, we compared the results to the 251 inversion predic-

tions of Kidd et al. [2008] after translating the coordinates to HG18. In general, overlap

of Kidd et al. [2008] predictions with those of GRIAL was good, but GRIAL generated

many more predictions. This is expected by the use of geometrical rules that refine the
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inversion predictions in complex regions and the merging of the different individual

libraries in a single dataset that improves the capacity of detection of small inversions

with low support in each separate library. Figure 2.3 illustrates the difference between

the prediction strategies. Of Kidd et al. [2008] predictions, 72.5% (182) were detected

by 233 GRIAL predictions. The remaining 27.5% (69) were not detected by GRIAL

due to filtered PEMs in the GRIAL’s preprocessing step (53) (mainly predictions sup-

ported only by possibly duplicated fosmids) or predictions that do not match with

GRIAL defined inversions due to differences in the clustering methods (16), mainly in

complex regions. On the other hand, there were 403 predictions found only in GRIAL.

As previously mentioned, the majority of them have a low fosmid support from differ-

ent individuals or different breakpoints that were not considered by the conservative

threshold of Kidd et al. [2008]. The rest (158) are mostly predictions in complex re-

gions, in which GRIAL has generated additional overlapping predictions due to the

inconsistency between supporting PEM, whereas they were originally merged in one

prediction [Kidd et al., 2008]. When only the most reliable predictions after the scoring

process are considered, the number of GRIAL+ unique predictions is reduced by 63.4%

and only 40.2% of Kidd et al. [2008] predictions correspond to those of GRIAL+, with

the rest being filtered out. Therefore, although the final number of inversion predic-

tions from GRIAL+ and Kidd et al. [2008] are similar, the actual subsets of inversions

are quite different.

Figure 2.3: Venn diagram of the comparison of the inversion predictions of Kidd et al.
[2008] and GRIAL. - Numbers of common and specific predictions by each method are
represented inside the circles, with the numbers corresponding to the GRIAL and Kidd
et al. [2008] subsets separated by "/" . The GRIAL+ results are represented by a smaller
circle within that of GRIAL.
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2.4.2 Validation of predicted inversions and main types of errors in inver-
sion prediction

So far, limited information exists about validated polymorphic inversions in the human

genome. This includes ∼40 inversions detected with different techniques and different

degree of precision in the breakpoint definition [Antonacci et al., 2009; Feuk, 2010;

Feuk et al., 2005; Giglio et al., 2002; Gilling et al., 2006; Gimelli et al., 2003; Korbel

et al., 2007; Martin et al., 2004; Osborne et al., 2001; Pang et al., 2013; Stefansson et al.,

2005] and [Aguado et al. 2013 submitted (Appendix C)]. In addition, in this work we

developed PCR assays to analyze the two BPs of 23 predicted inversions by GRIAL+,

of which 10 are new and 13 had been validated to some degree previously. Taking ad-

vantage of these assays, the inversions were genotyped in the same individuals were the

fosmids come from. The genotyping information was combined with BP sequences,

either previously available or generated during this work, to locate accurately the in-

version breakpoints. Of the analyzed inversions, 22 were validated and one turned out

to be an inverted duplication of the SLC2A14 gene. In particular, we tested 7 specific

GRIAL predictions with minimum support, of which 4 were supported by one fosmid

in each breakpoint and 3 by one fosmid of the same breakpoint in different individuals

and all of them were validated. This shows that the combination of all the data, together

with the use of strict rules and scores, can predict accurately additional inversions.

On the other hand, by bioinformatic analysis of all available sequences (including

remapping of paired-end sequences and analysis of fully sequenced fosmids or other

available human sequences) or by PCR amplification of predicted BPs we were able

to identify a series of false discordant PEMs that resulted in 53 incorrect inversion

regions. For the sequence analysis we tried to use as much of the data available as pos-

sible, although this set was biased to inversion predictions that were filtered by GRIAL

or GRIAL+. In addition, we tested by PCR three inversion breakpoints validated

by fully sequenced fosmids that were filtered by GRIAL because they were supported

only by fosmids that seemed to have been duplicated. None of them corresponded to

a real inversion, suggesting that they were caused by the formation of chimeric fos-

mids. Therefore, these results indicate that PEM analysis, particularly in the case of
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inversions, has a considerable amount of false positives due to different sources and it is

important to apply appropriate filters to reduce it. Furthermore, thanks to the exhaus-

tive validation process, we were able to determine the most common errors in inversion

prediction, some of which are general of the PEM method and others are specific to the

technique used.

First, there are several errors associated with incorrect mapping due to sequence dif-

ferences between individuals or errors in the genome reference sequence (not counting

regions assembled in the opposite orientation). For example, there is a GRIAL specific

inversion prediction supported just by one PEM of each breakpoint caused by a poly-

morphic repetitive element insertion present in the analyzed individual and HuRef, but

not in HG18. Similarly, there could be incorrect mappings due to missing sequences in

the reference genome. This is the case of two inversion predictions associated with gaps

in HG18 that are filled in HG19, generating a new copy of a duplicated sequence and

resulting in a fully concordant PEM pattern. Also, there are four inversion predictions

supported by discordant PEM patterns that disappear in a HG19 patch including 75

kb of extra sequence that extends the previously identified SDs [Aguado et al. 2013

submitted (Appendix C)]. In addition, the most common source of mapping errors is

the sequence divergence between homologous and paralogous IRs. If gene conversion

happened between two IRs in the target genome, the two inverted copies will be vir-

tually identical, at least along the conversion tract, in contrast to the situation in the

reference genome, where the two copies may be distinguishable. Then, sequenced reads

originated from one copy from the target genome could be incorrectly mapped to the

alternative copy in inverted orientation, which is a clear sign of an inversion break-

point. Something similar could happen if one of the IR copies has a specific indel or

increased divergence in the reference genome. Thus, for all predictions supported only

by PEM with one end mapping completely within IRs, is difficult to know the correct

origin of the end sequence and are low reliable. Another type of mapping error is due

to the previously detected mixing of two haplotypes in the HG18 assembly [Antonacci

et al., 2010].

Second, in a few other cases we have been able to identify particular PEM patterns

that look like inversions but they are not. The most typical one is the inverted dupli-
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cation in tandem, that usually creates an inversion PEM pattern in just one breakpoint

corresponding to the point of insertion, and depending on the size of the duplication

could be accompanied by an insertion signal or not. Two examples are a ∼20 kb in-

verted duplication of the 5’ end of the SLC2A14 gene that was validated by PCR and

analysis of fosmid sequences, and a 300 kb inverted duplication in Chr. 16 validated by

optical mapping [Teague et al., 2010], although there could be other small ones.

Finally, we have detected several inversion predictions with support of only one

breakpoint from PEMs that all share the location of one end. By analysis of whole

sequenced fosmids it was found that they mapped 100% concordantly in the human

genome and that the end read was actually generated from an internal region of the

fosmid, creating the fictitious discordant mapping. In fact, practically in all the cases

the conflicting sequence was generated with the reverse primer and a hit for the primer

was located close to the beginning of the sequence. Therefore, these false positive pre-

dictions were apparently caused by misspriming during sequencing and the generation

of an internal sequence instead that from the fosmid end. In addition, this type of mis-

spriming could be also responsible of some apparent deletion calls in the fosmid PEM

data.

2.4.3 Benchmarking of GRIAL against other methods and real inversion
data.

To check the performance of GRIAL we compared its results with those obtained in

three other available algorithms: PEMer [Korbel et al., 2009], Variation Hunter (VH)

[Hormozdiari et al., 2009] and GASV [Sindi et al., 2009]. Since each program defines

the breakpoints a bit differently, we modified the coordinates taking into account the

maximum length of the fosmids to make all of them comparable. Also we considered

that PEMer predictions and most of VH predictions just address one breakpoint, which

means that these algorithms have in general two predictions for each inversion detected.

First, we compared directly the total number of predictions from each method,

which is more or less similar between all of them (Table 2.2). Apart from GASV

that shows a lower degree of overlap, more than 80% of GRIAL predictions are found

with the other methods, with PEMer being the program that matches more closely
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GRIAL predictions. However, for every program there is a fraction of predictions that

is exclusive and different from that of GRIAL. The only exception is GASV-max, which

includes almost all GRIAL predictions, at the cost of making many more predictions.

The main differences between algorithms are related to the way the PEM clusters are

done, which results in slightly different inversions predicted, and specific criteria for

some programs, like the elimination of long inversions by VH [Hormozdiari et al.,

2009]. In addition, as already mentioned, GRIAL has the ability to predict low support

inversions. In GASV and GASV-max there are considerably more specific predictions,

which are probably related to the different strategy used and the higher constraint of

GRIAL geometrical rules. In the case of GRIAL+, the different programs identify

most of its predictions, with just a limited number of GRIAL+ specific inversions, but

in all programs there is a high proportion of predictions (53−74%) that are filtered by

GRIAL+.

Table 2.2: Comparison of inversions predicted by GRIAL and GRIAL+ with those of
four other methods.

GRIAL (636) GRIAL+ (222)
Method Predictions Common Different Common Different
PEMer 720 659 (601) 61 (35) 197 (215) 523 (7)
VH 633 559 (521) 74 (115) 265 (207) 368 (15)
GASV 731 422 (444) 309 (192) 180 (179) 551 (43)
GASV-max 1398 811 (629) 587 (7) 289 (222) 1109(0)

For GRIAL and GRIAL+, the number of predictions within each category is shown in paren-

thesis.

Next, in order to check to what extent the predictions of the different methods are

reliable, we have compared them with the above gold standard of 56 validated inver-

sions as well as 53 regions with discordant PEM not associated with a real inversion

(Table 2.3). To establish whether an inversion has been detected, for each method it

was recorded if the predictions were located within the known region of the break-

point for each inversion plus and minus the maximum fosmid length. The inversion is

considered well detected if both predicted breakpoints are identified. If the prediction
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identifies one breakpoint but not the other, the detection is incomplete. Theoretically,

each inversion should have only one prediction, and if there are more predictions they

are counted as over detection and result in lower detection efficiency (ratio between the

number of inversions detected and the number of predictions made). Of the 56 poly-

morphic inversions, 53 were detected at least in part by the two GASV configurations,

and 3 could not be detected by any of the programs because they do not have a PEM sig-

nal in the libraries used. GRIAL was the second program that detected most inversions

(51), but 9 of them were under the threshold of the GRIAL+ scores and were filtered.

Nevertheless, regarding to the usefulness of the predictions is very important the de-

tection efficiency, which is maximum for GRIAL+ (0.95), GASV (0.90), and GRIAL

(0.78). On the opposite end, the lowest detection efficiency is that of GASV-max (0.52),

in which the screening of all possible PEM patterns comes at a cost of generation too

many predictions.

Another measure of the accuracy of the inversion predictions is the fraction of well-

detected breakpoints and the distance between the breakpoints predicted and the real

ones. The subset of 40 inversions that was detected by all algorithms allows us to com-

pare the breakpoint precision of the methods. The median and the standard deviation

of the breakpoint error distance shows that GRIAL is more accurate in breakpoint lo-

cation than GASV-max and GASV. In all comparisons, PEMer and VH perform worse

than the other algorithms, as could be expected because sometimes they only predict

separately big intervals in which a breakpoint is located, instead of inversions with two

defined breakpoint regions.
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Finally, it is also very important to determine the false discovery rate of each

method, and we have calculated the number of predictions including fosmids with er-

roneous discordant PEM that do not correspond to a real inversion. The reliability

scoring process allows GRIAL+ to reduce drastically the number of false predictions,

by more than half for most algorithms and four-times for GASV-max, and filters out

69% of the fosmids with incorrect inversion PEM patterns. Therefore, GRIAL+ pro-

vides the most reliable predictions, with a slightly lower sensitivity of 79%, and a false

positive rate of 33% compared to the ∼50% of the other methods.

2.4.4 Generation of final set of reliable inversions in the human genome

Despite the good performance of GRIAL+, there are still several false positives that

could not be eliminated by the scoring process (21). This includes mainly misspriming

errors that were identified by sequencing of whole fosmids (16), which are very diffi-

cult to detect statistically. To eliminate other possible inversion predictions with the

same error, a subset of PEMs with the same orientation and one mapped end within a

distance of < 400 bp was selected. For those PEMs, the blastn-short [Camacho et al.,

2009] program was used to identify hits to the primers used for the library sequencing

(bitscore ≥ 15.7 and only one missmatch or gap in the 8 3’ bases of the primer) within

100 bp of the beginning of the mapped sequence. A total of 93 inversion predictions, in

which all the supporting PEMs (or all except one) had a hit internally within the fos-

mid which could generate an incorrect end sequence, were identified. These included

the 28 incorrect predictions previously identified by fosmid sequence analysis, and all

these predictions possibly affected from misspriming were eliminated.

The remaining predictions also include several other identified PEM errors (5) that

have been previously mentioned, such as mapping errors caused by sequence differences

between SDs, missing sequence in the assembly, or polymorphic indels. In addition,

there are other four predictions that appear to correspond to inverted duplications and

not real inversions.

Finally, a perfectly predicted inversion by PEM could be caused by the assembly

of the region in the incorrect orientation in the human reference genome. In fact, the

GRIAL+ list includes four assembly errors in HG18 that have been corrected in the
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HG19 assembly or subsequent patches. To identify other potential assembly errors,

we have carried identified inverted regions for which there is not PEM support for

the Std orientation in any of the analyzed individuals. This analysis has identified

24 other problematic regions that should be experimentally analyzed using the DNA

of the same BAC represented in the genome sequence to differentiate if they are low

frequency inversions or assembly errors.

2.5 Discussion

Inversions are a type of structural variant that has been traditionally difficult to detect

and validate. The PEM strategy offered an excellent tool for the genome-wide detec-

tion of inversions of an individual based on the mapping of the two ends in incorrect

orientation [Alkan et al., 2011]. However, despite the apparent simplicity of this sig-

nal, genomic data could be very noisy, which can lead to false inversion predictions

or incorrect location of the real ones. To solve this problem we have developed a

robust theoretical framework for the reliable detection of inversions by PEM and im-

plemented it in a new algorithm specialized in inversion prediction. In addition, by

extensive sequence analysis and experimental validation, we have built a gold standard

of real polymorphic inversions in humans and regions associated with PEM errors to

which the performance of different inversion prediction methods can be compared.

One of the main advantages of the GRIAL algorithm is that it uses a complete set

of geometrical rules based on inversion characteristics and an exhaustive process of se-

lection of the best clusters to predict inversions accurately. In particular, determining

the right PEM clusters is crucial to be able to merge them and define the potential in-

version breakpoints as precisely as possible. This accurate refinement of breakpoints

has allowed us to develop two scores based in the expected support for a real inversion,

which work well together for the elimination of many of the different types of false

positives obtained from PEM predictions. We have seen that our method performs

better than other available programs in several key aspects. First, the standard GRIAL

algorithm predicts inversion as well or even better than the other available programs
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and shows always higher accuracy in breakpoint definition. Second, thanks to the scor-

ing process, GRIAL+ has much lower false positive rates. Third, the use of strict rules

and scores makes possible to reduce the minimum support needed to predict reliably

an inversion from merged libraries of different individuals, avoiding an excess of wrong

predictions and increasing the power to detect inversions at low coverage. Finally, it is

also important to mention that GRIAL has shown good performance on inversion pre-

diction from simulations of next-generation sequencing PEM data as well [Lucas Lledó

and Cáceres, 2013].

The use of the geometric rules and scoring process to increase reliability comes also

at a cost. In any prediction process is important to have a good compromise between

sensitivity and specificity. In the case of GRIAL+, a few true inversions are filtered out

based on the score results. However, most of them are mediated by highly identical SDs

of > 100 kb and are very difficult to predict with 40 kb fosmids. In fact, these inver-

sions are supported just by a few PEMs located within the SDs that generate multiple

incompatible predictions (up to 7 for the chr.8p23 inversion). Therefore, the resulting

PEM pattern does not really fit that of a valid inversion. On the other hand, the scores

are not able to eliminate all the false positives either. In particular, one of the main

limitations are small inversions with low support and breakpoint intervals close to the

template size. In any case, the elimination of some real inversions is a reasonable price

to pay to ensure the accurate prediction of the rest of inversions. In contraposition,

other methods such as GASV-max detect all the inversions at the expense of generating

a very high number of predictions and increase considerably the noise.

Another problem is that sometimes PEMs belonging to the same inversion are not

merged correctly, generating several different predictions. For example, the presence

of large indels close to the breakpoints could result in the separation of PEM from the

same inversion in two predictions, as happened in HsInv1052 which has a 5 kb deletion

close to BP1. Also, sometimes inaccurate mapping of some PEM due to divergence

between SDs in different individuals can make that clusters are not compatible and

affect the precision of the breakpoints and the scores. One case of that is HsInv1051,

which is filtered in GRIAL+ because there are two predictions that include multiple

PEMs of 6 individuals that do not have the inversion However, we have solved that
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by merging simple predictions with a high overlap that likely belong to one single

inversion.

Other than that, many programs point to a complex landscape of human inversions

predicted by PEM, with many PEMs being consistent with different inversion predic-

tions in the same region. The cause of this complexity is not really known. Assuming

that everything is correct, the immediate conclusion is that this complex regions point

to different inversions with similar breakpoints. The phenomenon of breakpoint reuse

and breakage hotspots and fragile sites is a common theme in genome evolution in

mammals and Drosophila [González et al., 2007; Pevzner and Tesler, 2003]. However,

so far all the studied examples are related to complex SDs or problems of the region,

such as gaps or missing sequence in the human genome [Aguado et al. 2013 submitted

(Appendix C)]. Therefore, until further characterization can be carried out all regions

with many overlapping predictions have to be considered suspicious.

The use of the PEM technique has extended exponentially for the detection of SVs

in multiple normal and disease genomes. Our exhaustive analysis has allowed us to

identify some of the common causes of false inversion PEM predictions. Apart from

errors in the human assembly and a specific problem during sequencing, we have seen

that one of the main limitations for PEM is the representativity of the human reference

genome, and that in some regions the human genome does not represent the most com-

mon sequence in human populations. In particular, as we have mentioned, SDs could

be the subject to rapid evolution among individuals by mechanisms such as gene conver-

sion . Gene conversion is known to happen between IRs with appreciable frequency,

at least on human chromosome Y [Rozen et al., 2003] and could cause spurious PEM

signals. In addition, this is especially problematic for next generation sequencing data

generated from short reads and short templates, in which discordant mapping could be

based in a few paralogous sequence variants between IRs. Therefore, it is important to

find ways in the mapping and scoring step to minimize these possible errors and filter

them out. One possibility would be to use not just one, but several well assembled

genomes for PEM experiments. In the mean time, a mask of potentially problematic

regions prone to erroneous predictions in PEM could be constructed.
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The accurate prediction of SVs in general, and inversions in particular, is a key step

for follow-up studies or otherwise the generated information is of little use. In this

work we have shown that there is a potentially extremely high rate of false positives

in inversion PEM predictions, which are higher than 50% in many cases. Our analysis

indicates that the number of real polymorphic inversions in the human genome esti-

mated from this data is probably around 100. This is a considerable lower estimate that

the one initially predicted by other studies [Kidd et al., 2008; Sindi et al., 2009], but

allows us to get a better picture of some of the main characteristics of inversions in the

human genome and emphasizes the need of a careful analysis before making reliable

conclusions of this kind of data. As an example, the number of inversions with break-

point affecting the exonic sequence of genes has been drastically reduced in the curated

data set. Another interesting question is to what extent the PEM predicted inversions

are a good representation of human inversions. In this regard, only part of previously

known inversions can be reliable detected due to technical limitations caused by the size

of the IRs found at the breakpoints. In addition, inversions are more sensitive to vari-

ations in the physical coverage than indels and some of the smaller variants might be

missed. Finally, many of the inversions described here are found just in one individual,

which suggest that there could be many more inversions at low frequencies. Therefore,

additional studies with more individual and a broader range of library sizes, from few

kb to BACs might be necessary to capture the full set of polymorphic inversions in the

human genome.
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CHAPTER 4

DESCRIPTIVE ANALYSIS OF
GENOMIC PATTERNS OF
HUMAN POLYMORPHIC

INVERSIONS

4.1 Summary

Inversions are a particular type of structural variation in the genome with increasing

biomedical interest. So far, there are several reports of disease associations involving

inversions, making inversions currently a "hot" topic. The fact that most inversions

are copy-number balanced rearrangements and do not affect the genomic dosage, had

resulted in a poor characterization of these variants because the earlier array-based stud-

ies were unable to detect them. Nevertheless, the boom of next-generation sequencing

based studies have provided data and tools for the complete characterization of inver-

sions in the human genome and for a better understanding of their structural and evo-

lutionary role. This study makes a descriptive analysis of the genomic patterns of the
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current information about human inversion polymorphisms. The results show that

inversions are distributed relatively random among the chromosomes with a significant

excess or defect of inversion in some of them. Most of the inversions in the human

genome are small events that occur in locations where the genes are not affected. In

addition, there is a trend of bigger inversions to have low minor allele frequency. How-

ever, the map of human inversions is still quite limited because most of the detected

inversions remain without independent experimental validation and genotyping assay.

It is also important to note that our understanding about the real number of inversions

and their size distribution is probably biased by the genomic and large scale approaches

used for the identification of these variants.

4.2 Introduction

The fast development of powerful molecular biology techniques, as the novel platforms

of high-throughput sequencing, together with the prompt improvements in computa-

tional and statistical tools for the analysis of the massive results, have generated an

increasing amount of high-quality whole-genome sequencing data from where it is pos-

sible to extract an unprecedented degree of information of structural variation (SV) in

the human genome [Ahn et al., 2009; Kidd et al., 2008; Korbel et al., 2007; McKernan

et al., 2009; Wang et al., 2008; Redon et al., 2006; Pinto et al., 2011]. Thanks to this pro-

ductive line of research, it has become obvious that genomic variation is far more com-

plex than previously thought. Nowadays for our understanding of genome evolution

and its functionality, it is very important the discovery, validation and characterization

of the wide variety of rearrangements, ranging from unbalanced copy number variants

(CNVs), to balanced inversions and translocations [Feuk et al., 2006; Stankiewicz and

Lupski, 2010; Sharp et al., 2006].

The possible clinical functional impact of the SVs has been the main biomedical

focus in some genomic studies [Hurles et al., 2008], highlighting the role of various

rearrangements in several human diseases. This includes rare disease such as autism

[Marshall et al., 2008], mendelian disease such as haemophilia A [Lakich et al., 1993],

or more common diseases such as psoriasis [Bassaganyas et al., 2013], HIV susceptibility
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[Gonzalez et al., 2005a] and cancer [Bell et al., 1993]. Despite the encouraging results

that link SVs with genomic disorders, most of the existing SVs have been detected in

healthy individuals [Iafrate et al., 2004]. That means that the contribution of these poly-

morphisms to the functionality and phenotype differences between individual genomes

remain relatively unknown yet.

Specifically, for genomic inversions, the information about their involvement in the

functional or evolutionary process in humans, as well as their relation with diseases is

often scarce. Nonetheless, the possible inversion effects could have considerable im-

portance, due to that some inversions have been associated to potential diseases either

as direct cause [Lakich et al., 1993] or indirectly as risk enhancer of further rearrange-

ments that cause disease [Giglio et al., 2002; Bondeson et al., 1995; Antonarakis et al.,

1995; Small et al., 1997; Osborne et al., 2001; Gimelli et al., 2003; Visser et al., 2005].

Moreover, interest in inversion goes beyond its implication in disease, because they

could have a major role in important evolutionary processes such as fertility in humans

[Zody et al., 2008; Stefansson et al., 2005], and in other species it has been shown their

role on phenotypic variability [Joron et al., 2011], adaptive divergence within species

[Ayala et al., 2011; Kirkpatrick and Barton, 2006; Navarro and Barton, 2003], reproduc-

tive isolation [Lowry and Willis, 2010] and sex chromosome evolution [Kirkpatrick,

2010].

Genomic inversions are increasingly recognized as a common source of variation in

the human genome [Feuk, 2010; Alves et al., 2012]. The accumulation of data already

available are starting to require a global descriptive analysis with a general character-

ization of the inversion pattern to evaluate the current impact of inversion events in

humans and assess the potential limitation or biases in the current information. This

work aims to bring out the state of knowledge about human inversion polymorphisms

at the present, taking advantage of the last compilation of the most accurate catalogue of

human polymorphic inversions stored in the InvFEST database [Martinez-Fundichely

et al. submitted]. The achievement of this objetive will indicate the strengths and

weaknesses in the current data of polymorphic inversions and it will point out new

interesting directions of research, or the necessity to fill gaps in the information of the

human genome.
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4.3 Materials and methods

4.3.1 Source data

The data source used in this work is available on the first release of the Human Poly-

morphic Inversion DataBase InvFEST1 [Martinez-Fundichely et al. submitted]. It rep-

resents the widest catalogue of human polymorphic inversion, while simultaneously

contains the most accurate information and reliable classification. From the aims of the

InvFEST project, the total number of inversions known is constantly updating. This

is done not only by the addition of new inversion predictions, but also by the cura-

tion and validation process that continuously updates the Validated or False prediction

subset, as well as the fraction of Unreliable predictions.

Despite the data represents a non-redundant catalogue, there are some regions where

there are located several inversions. This could represent several different isolated

events, but also inaccurate predictions in regions still not well curated. Therefore, To es-

timate the total amount of independent inversion regions, the shared fraction between

the overlapped inversions was computed (see equation (4.1)), which can be interpreted

as the number of independent equivalent inversions (inv∗) per regions.

inv∗ =
inv × L
inv∑
i=1

li

(4.1)

Where "inv" is the total number of inversions in the region, "L" is the maximum

size of the overlapping region, "li" is the length of the different inversions.

Since there is not specific information of the mechanism of formation per each

inversion, the dataset was classified using the "BreakSeq" pipeline [Lam et al., 2010], in

which the breakpoint sequences are characterized with respect to genomic landmarks,

chromosomal location and physical properties.

1Website available at http://invfestdb.uab.cat
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4.3.2 Genomic information

All data used to establish the relationship between the inversions and the genomic

elements (genes and segmental duplication) was obtained from the UCSC Genome

Browser database. The reference assembly used for all analysis was NCBI36/HG18,

because the most reliable inversion information is on this human reference assembly

[Martinez-Fundichely et al. submitted]. For the segmental duplications we used the

subset that map in the same chromosome in inverted orientation with respect to each

other, and the fraction of matching bases including indels exceeds 95%.

The relation with genes considers the relative position of the inversion breakpoints

loci: (i) If both breakpoints are outside a gene, the inversion is classified as "Intergenic".

(ii) If both breakpoints are inside a gene but within intron, the inversion is classified

as "Intronic". (iii) Otherwise, the inversion is classified as "breaking genes" when its

breakpoints breaks within an exon or reorders part of a gene.

4.4 Results and discussion

The description of the inversion patterns is always carried out from the InvFEST most

reliable inversion class: (i) inversions already validated, and (ii) inversions predicted

[Martinez-Fundichely et al. submitted]. In addition, the analysis tries to characterize

the data set of the genomic distribution of inversions, pointing out possibles biases or

gaps in the information.

4.4.1 The current landscape of inversion discovery

The rise of next-generation sequencing (NGS) technologies, together with the improve-

ment of the computational tools for the analysis of the huge amounts of data obtained,

have brought us from the few inversions early detected by target-focused strategies,

to an increasing number of whole-genome sequencing studies that report a consider-

able amount of inversion predictions in the human genome [Feuk, 2010; Korbel et al.,

2007; Pang et al., 2013; McKernan et al., 2009; Ahn et al., 2009; Kidd et al., 2008; Wang

et al., 2008]. From the most comprehensive integration of inversion data in humans
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within the InvFEST database [Martinez-Fundichely et al. submitted], using the most

reliable an updated data (without taking into account the subsets classified as unreliable

prediction and False), at the present there are a total of 611 inversion events reported.

However, there are still 326 inversions located in a total of 66 overlapping regions (see

Table 4.1). This overlapping regions in some cases include two predictions pointing

at nearly the same location, which actually could represent the same inversion locus.

In other cases, there are predictions of big inverted regions which overlap with other

relatively small inversions, and the maximum overlap per region was 31 inversions. To

distinguish both cases, we calculated the number of equivalent inversions (Inv∗) per

region (see materials and methods equation 4.1). Actually there are a total of 541 equiv-

alent inversions, thus in the current catalogue of inversion there are likely a total of 541

non-redundant inversions.

This multiplicity of inversions per region could be due to real differences in spe-

cific breakpoints boundaries between individuals, to inaccurate breakpoint predictions

from methods with low resolution, or to non-curated regions in which there still re-

main wrong predictions corresponding to false inversions. However, the bioinformatic

identification of different overlapping predictions as independent inversions or as sup-

port of a common event is inaccurate because in most cases there is not independent

data available to reanalyze the breakpoints and even the using of the same reference

could lead to inconclusive situations.

Table 4.1: Summary of the inversion catalogue.

Overlapped region
Single
inversion

Two
inversion

More than
two inversion

Total of
inversions

Number of
inversion

258 86 (43) 240 (23)a 611

a The maximun of overlap was 31 inversions.

Furthermore, the important and laborious task of experimental validation of inver-

sions still remains lagged behind. So far, there is a very small number of inversions,

just 79, that have been validated. This represents that less than 15% of the predicted
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inversion regions are experimentally validated. This gap on the inversion information

could be due to that the study of inversions has been mostly focused in cases related

with disease susceptibility [Bondeson et al., 1995; Antonarakis et al., 1995; Small et al.,

1997; Giglio et al., 2002; Osborne et al., 2001; Gimelli et al., 2003; Tam et al., 2008], and

thus so far they have not been deeply studied as a common source of human genetic

variation, and few studies of validation of human inversion have been carried out [Pang

et al., 2013] and [Aguado et al. 2013 submitted (Appendix C)].

4.4.2 Chromosomal distribution of inversions

A previous study that discovered human inversion polymorphisms by comparative

analysis between human and chimpanzee genome sequence assemblies [Feuk et al.,

2005] reported that chromosome distribution of inversions is related with the size of

each chromosome. This result mildly corroborated the general idea that the random

distribution of rearrangements tends to correlate to the size of the chromosome. At-

tending to the current distribution of the number of inversions per chromosome in the

InvFEST database, there is a fairly strong positive relationship between the amount of

inversions and the length of each chromosome (see Figure 4.2). The value of Pearson’s

correlation is (r = 0.68, df = 22, p = 0.0003, two-tailed test).

The current number of inversions per chromosome can not be explained only by

the correlation to the length of chromosomes. There are seven cases (marked with

an asterisk) in which it exists a significant deviation of the expected number of in-

versions corresponding to its chromosome size (see Figure 4.1). This could be due

to the possibility that the chromosomal architecture, especially the SDs [Feuk et al.,

2005; Bailey et al., 2001; Emanuel and Shaikh, 2001], instead of the size is leading the

chromosomal distribution of inversions. This hypothesis is reinforced by the evidence

of a significant correlation between the amount of inversions predicted and the num-

ber of inverted SDs in each chromosome (see Figure 4.3), the Pearson’s correlation is

(r = 0.63, df = 22, p = 0.0010, two-tailed test) though it is slightly shifted away from

the linearity. This contrasts to the low correlation (r = 0.29, df = 22 p = 0.1682,

two-tailed test) between the chromosome size and the number of inverted SDs in each

chromosome.
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Figure 4.1: Chromosomal distribution of non-redundant inversions - The fraction in
green is the number of inversions that are already validated. The fraction in gray represent
the rest of inversions predicted per chromosome. Taking into account the expected number
of inversions according to the chromosome size, the Z-test (Z score 1.96) shows for the
cases of autosomal chromosomes 4, 18 and 20 (marked with an asterisk) the prediction
proportions is less than expected. Chromosome 16, 19, 21 and X are also marked with
an asterisk, because in this cases they have more inversions than the number expected for
their corresponding size.

Figure 4.2: Correlation between the number of inversions and the length of the chro-
mosome - The dispersion of the graphs show a clear positive relationship between the
number of inversion and the size of the chromosome.
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A possible explication is that the detection of inversion is biased to the region of

SDs because the most common mechanism of inversion formation is non-allelic homol-

ogous recombination (NAHR) between highly similar inverted sequences [Stankiewicz

and Lupski, 2010; Shaw and Lupski, 2004; Gu et al., 2008; Lupski and Stankiewicz,

2005]. On the other hand, the presence of SDs could increase the number of wrong

predictions because it is a known source of error of the paired-end mapping methods

used for the prediction of most inversion [Onishi-Seebacher and Korbel, 2011] and

[Martinez-Fundichely et al. chapter 2].

Figure 4.3: Correlation between the number of inversions and the number of seg-
mental duplications per chromosome - The dispersion of the graphs show a clear posi-
tive relationship between the number of inversion and the number of SDs, in this case the
relationship loses slightly the linearity.

Chromosome 16 has much more inversions than expected (Z score = 7.2) and it is

remarkable that it is the most duplication-rich chromosome [Martin et al., 2004]. Thus,

this positive correlation might explain the observation of the unexpectedly higher num-

ber of inversions in this chromosome. In the case of the X chromosome, which also

shows an excess of inversions (Z score = 3.5), the number of inversions is not explained

by the effect of the correlation with the SDs. This pattern in which the X chromosome

shows an increase of inversions compared to autosomes of corresponding size also was

reported in the previous study of inversions between the human and the chimpanzee

genomes [Feuk et al., 2005]. Since males carry only one copy of the X chromosome,
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a plausible explanation might be that there is an increment of the intra-chromosomal

recombinations within unpaired X chromosome (in males) that increases the probabil-

ity to generate inversions by the NAHR mechanism. The chromosome 4, 18, and 20

have less inversions than expected and the chromosome 19 and 21 have more inversions

than expected, but these deviations can not be explained by these simple correlation

suggesting that the number of inversions per chromosome depends on a combination

of factors.

4.4.3 Mechanism of origin

The inversion formation mechanisms, as for other structural variation, are categorized

attending to the breakpoint features in those involving extensive stretches of sequence

identity spanning the breakpoint junctions, called as sequence-homology mediated, and

those occurring in the absence of homology [Onishi-Seebacher and Korbel, 2011; Gu

et al., 2008; Lupski and Stankiewicz, 2005; Shaw and Lupski, 2004]. Moreover, at-

tending to the cellular event leading the process, the mechanisms of formation can

be classified further. First, rearrangements can occur by recombination based mecha-

nisms, of which non-allelic homologous recombination (NAHR) has been shown as

the main mechanism of formation of polymorphic inversions [Pang et al., 2013; Feuk,

2010]. The principal signal of this mechanism is the presence of highly identical and

inverted sequences within the breakpoints. These are the locations in which the re-

combination event takes place and are commonly associated to segmental duplications

or different types of repetitive elements. Since recombination could be a recurrent

genomic process, this mechanism has been associated to some events of recurrent in-

versions [Cáceres et al., 2007] and [Aguado et al. 2013 submitted (Appendix C)].

"Replication" based mechanisms involve DNA synthesis, such as in microhomology

mediated break induced replication (MMBIR) [Hastings et al., 2009]. Other suggested

mechanism involved in creation of inversions during replication is fork stalling and

template switching (FoSTeS) [Koumbaris et al., 2011; Lee et al., 2007]. Finally, there

are mechanisms based on double strand repair pathways, which are nonhomologous

end joining (NHEJ) [Davis and Chen, 2013] or microhomology-mediated end joining
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(MMEJ) [Sankaranarayanan et al., 2013]. However, in most cases it is difficult to deter-

mine the exact process that generate a rearrangement and they tend to be classified just

in homologous and non-homologous.

Table 4.2: Mechanism of formation.

NAHR NH Not determined
Predicted inversions 65 292 175
Validated inversions 35 41 3
Total of inversions 100 333 178

The precise mechanism of generation for most individual inversions is still un-

known, because the majority of inversions are poorly studied beyond their location.

Furthermore, the limited number of inversions with breakpoints located at nucleotide

resolution or within a narrow interval available to date has prevented a thorough inves-

tigation of mechanisms and sequence motifs giving rise to inversions. Table 4.2 shows

the current possible classification of the inversion dataset by the mechanisms of origin

according to the BreakSeq pipeline [Lam et al., 2010]. Based on the presence or absence

of homologous sequence at the breakpoint region, the inversions are classified into

NAHR or nonhomologous processes, in which all inversions that could be generated

by the different replication or double strand break repair mechanisms are grouped.

In total, of the 611 inversions that could be classified, 54.5% presumably occur

by non-homologous mechanisms and only 16.4% by NAHR. In the validated set this

changes and there are almost half of the inversion generated by each mechanism. This

could be due in part to that inversion mediate by large SDs often can not be predicted

by PEM [Lucas Lledó and Cáceres, 2013], whereas those with simple breakz are easier

to detect. Thus studied inversion could not be really a random sample.

4.4.4 Inversion length distribution

Next we examined the distribution of inversion lengths. The current length distribu-

tion of inversions (see Figure 4.4) is shifted towards smaller size variants. The majority

of the inversions are in the interval of less than 5 kb, though some inversions extends
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to several megabases. This result changes the previous distribution of inversion lengths

[Feuk, 2010] which reported that until that moment, the majority of the inversions

were in the interval of 10 kb to 100 kb. This new inversion length distribution is

concordat in form (decremental), with a theoretical length distribution of random in-

versions [Cáceres et al., 1999] but the theoretical expected mean size is around 1⁄3 of

chromosomes. Thus, it is evident that the size of the known inversions in human

genome is much smaller than the expected, even considering as reference the smallest

chromosome.

Figure 4.4: Length distribution of inversions - The length of the predicted inversions
ranges from few inverted base pairs, to ∼23 Mb or bigger for a validated inversion and
other just predicted inversions. More than half of all inversions are less than 5 kb.

The shift towards a smaller size could be explained by the refining of the inversion

region boundaries, and the curation process that filtered out all non-reliable predictions.

The Chi-square test of association between the inversion length categories small (< 5

kb) and big (> 5 kb)inversion with the categories of reliable and unreliable inversions

(true or predicted/ false or filtered out) rejects the null hypothesis of independence

(χ2 = 183.44, df = 1, p = 0.0001). This suggests that so far the filtering processes

tends to eliminate the bigger inversions.

Moreover, this might reflect the bias on the resolution of the prediction method

and sequence coverage. Since more studies have been searching structural variation us-

ing next generation sequencing and paired-end mapping methods, the relatively small
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insert size of the template fragments and the higher coverage tend to increase the power

of detection of small inversions [Lucas Lledó and Cáceres, 2013]. On the other hand,

bigger inversions tend to have larger inverted repeats at their breakpoint loci and might

not be encompassed by the insert-size of the next generation sequencing PEM tem-

plates [Pang et al., 2013]. Therefore, the new techniques might cover well small inver-

sions with relatively simple breakpoints, while some of the bigger inversion with more

complex breakpoints might still be missing.

Biologically, small inversions could be considered neutral, without obvious phe-

notypic consequences if the breakpoints do not interrupt the coding or regulatory se-

quence of the genes near the inversion. Then, in theory it is more important where the

breakpoints are located, than the amount of chromosome spanned by the inversion.

However, this size distribution shows actually that the big majority of inversions are

small. This data supports the hypotheses that the size of inversions has a biological

effect beyond the breakpoint location, but it is evident the need of more work in this

area. There are studies about the influence of inversions in the overall recombination

rate and the vital role of crossing over during meiosis for proper chromosome segrega-

tion [Adi et al., 2011; Stevison et al., 2011]. In particular, the large inversions could have

a more negative effect on fitness due to formation of imbalanced gametes by crossing

over in inversion heterokaryotypes during meiosis.

4.4.5 World-wide frequency distribution of inversions

The data of inversion frequency in the global human population (see Figure 4.5) sug-

gests that even large inversions may by frequent in the human population without

a strong negative effect on fitness, such as the inversions studied in [Antonacci et al.,

2009; Gilling et al., 2006]. However, in general big inversions show a significantly lower

minor allele frequency on human populations.

Within the 79 inversions that are experimentally validated, 45 cases are fully ana-

lyzed and include an estimate of the frequency in the population (see Figure 4.5). Due

to the technical difficulties, the genotyping of polymorphic inversions in the human

population is still little known and our understanding about the allele frequency dis-

tribution is probably biased to targets of biomedical interest for inversion validation.
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Figure 4.5: Number of individuals analyzed per range of frequency - Graph of the
number of individuals analyzed per frequency in the population, which show more in-
formation for inversions with frequency less than 0.10, and the number of individuals
analyzed ranges from 10 to 23500.

In most inversions, the complexity of breakpoint regions makes them usually hard to

analyze and genotype in a large number of individuals. Just one inversion [Gilling

et al., 2006] has been genotyped in a big number of individual from several popula-

tions, although in this case it was a very large inversion routinely genotyped during

karyotyping of samples by prenatal diagnostic labs. The association with a tag-SNPs

has also allowed the prediction of the genotype of the chromosome 17 inversion in a

large number of individuals (2700), with an emphasis on African populations [Stein-

berg et al., 2012].

In the full data set of inversion frequencies, the minimum number of individuals an-

alyzed for a big fraction of inversion is 10, but the real limitation to analyze the global

frequency distribution is the reduced subset of inversion that have information. How-

ever, from this preliminary data it is interesting to note that the number of inversions

which have less than 0.10 of minor allele frequency is nearly double than any other

frequency ranges (see Figure 4.5). Another important trend that is shown from the

current data is that the bigger the inversion size, the lower the frequency observed in

the population is. According to the size of inversions, there are significant differences

between the frequency observed in inversions with size less than 5 kb and the frequency
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Figure 4.6: Boxplot of global frequency of inversions classified by inversion length -
The boxplot shows the trend of bigger inversions to have low frequency.

observed in inversions with size greater than 50 kb. The Wilcoxon rank sum test with

continuity correction which does not assume a normal distribution gave a p-value =

0.03484 (see Figure 4.6). This fits well the idea that bigger inversion could have more

negative effects.

At present we can not extract other conclusions about global demography of inver-

sions and evolutionary history in the human populations, but recent studies are starting

to extensively characterize the inversions at the population level [Pang et al., 2013] and

[Aguado et al. 2013 submitted (Appendix C)] and it is expected that inversion fre-

quency will be more informative in the near future, with hundreds of individuals of

several populations analyzed [Villatoro and Cáceres, unpublished data].

4.4.6 Potential functional effects of inversions

The principal immediate possible genomic consequence of an inversion is the disrup-

tion of genes or their regulatory sequence, or even the change of the relative position

of the elements nearby necessary for correct transcription. There are various evidences

that such rearrangements could involve several genetic elements and could be associated

to human disorders. One of the examples is the inversion associated to the disruption

of the factor VIII gene, that is the cause of hemophilia A [Lakich et al., 1993]. This
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is a recurrent inversion mediated by inverted segmental duplications located within an

intron of the gene that has been found in approximately 43% of patients with this dis-

ease [Antonarakis et al., 1995]. Another example is the case of the Hunter syndrome

in which there is the disruption of the IDS iduronate 2-sulfatase gene [Bondeson et al.,

1995].

Therefore, the potential relation of the inversions with genes is an important in-

formation to analyze to determine their possible functional effects. The distribution

of the positional relationship between the inversions and the UCSC genes data (see

Figure 4.7). To asses the significance of the relation, we test the association between

the categories of inversions affecting/not affecting genes and the reliable/unreliable

inversions categories (true or predicted / false or filtered out). The Chi-square test

(χ2 = 10.49, df = 1, p = 0.001) rejects the null hypothesis of independence between

the inversion categorized according to gene effects and the classification of reliability.

Therefore, the information of inversions that breaks genes are significantly enriched in

false or unreliable predictions. This suggests that the expected number of real inver-

sions that disrupts gene coding sequences should be low, which is a reasonable result

since the inversion dataset comes from predictions on healthy individuals.

Figure 4.7: Distribution of the association between inversions and genes - The graph
shows that more than half of the initial inversion predictions that break genes was filtered
out in the false (red) or unreliable (gray) subset of inversions.

Nevertheless, although we have identified some interesting cases of inversions dis-
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rupting genes that are currently under investigation, most predictions that potentially

are affecting genes remain without validation assay. This indicates that despite the evi-

dent potential clinical interest, those inversions are very difficult to analyze (see Table

4.3) and (Appendix A). Therefore, in future studies some of those inversions could

be identified as false positive predictions. Moreover, the inversions with breakpoints

falling within intronic regions should be analyzed carefully and this information taken

into account on the discovery of thus far hidden functional regions.

Table 4.3: Summary of the effect of inversions on genes.

Inversion effect Affected genes Validated inversions
Breaks one gene 28 5
Breaks two genes 29 4
Rearranges part of a gene 6 0
Breaks a gene’s exon 12 1

As mentioned before, the inversions also may be indirectly associated with genomic

disorders [Antonacci et al., 2009]. In this case, the presence of an inversion could lead to

the generation of other types of rearrangements (commonly microdeletion) in the off-

spring, which could be the direct cause of the disease. For example, the Williams-Beuren

syndrome, is reported as most commonly being the consequence of a microdeletion and

it has been shown that in around 30% of the cases the parent carried an inversion. This

indicates that the inversion may be increasing the risk of further rearrangement, but

the global frequency of the inversion does not indicate that it may be associated with

the syndrome in itself [Osborne et al., 2001; Tam et al., 2008]. Other examplee where

inversions have been associated to a disease phenotype is the deletion of the emerin

gene in Emery-Dreifuss muscular dystrophy associated to an inversion including the

FLNA-EMD gene [Small et al., 1997].

4.5 Conclusions

So far, inversion studies have been focused on their potential effect, but the current in-

formation about human inversion polymorphisms shows that most of the inversions in
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the human genome are relatively small events that occur in locations where the genes

are not affected. The inversions tend to correlate with inverted segmental duplications.

That means that the inversions could represent a recurrent change. However, non-

homologous mechanisms are also frequently involved in the generation of inversions.

The map of human inversions is still quite limited because most of the inversions al-

ready detected remain without independent experimental validation and genotyping

assay. Thus, little is also known about their frequency in population, but the current

distribution shows that the bigger inversions have low minor allele frequency. How-

ever, it is important to note that our understanding about the real number of inversions

and their size distribution is probably biased by the genomic and large scale approaches

used for the identification of these variants.
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CHAPTER 5

GENERAL DISCUSSION

In this dissertation we address the problematic question of the reliability of the predic-

tion of structural variants in the human genome, mainly focused on inversion discovery

using mapping-based strategies. As mentioned in the introductory chapter of this dis-

sertation, the advent of high-throughput sequencing has completely changed the land-

scape of human genomic structural variation, giving the opportunity to thoroughly

study chromosomal inversions. Thus, as noted in the scientific problem identified in

this research, the development of efficient algorithms focused on the improvement of

the accuracy of predictions, and bioinformatic systems for integration and analysis of

inversion data are crucial for further studies.

5.1 Improving the accuracy of inversion predictions

In the first objective of this thesis, we considered the most appropriate approach for

large-scale prediction of inversions. We selected the paired-end mapping method (PEM)

[Tuzun et al., 2005; Korbel et al., 2007], because paired-end mapping has the advantage,

over other SV-detecting approaches, of providing the best signal to discover balanced

rearrangements, such as is the case of genomic inversions. In addition, the amount
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of studies predicting different types of structural variants, including inversions, using

PEM combined with next generation sequencing, is expected to increase exponentially

in the next years.

The thesis faces the challenge of dealing with the high proportion of false positive

predictions, but also false negatives, produced by the PEM strategy [Chen et al., 2009;

Korbel et al., 2007; Onishi-Seebacher and Korbel, 2011; Lucas Lledó and Cáceres, 2013]

focusing exclusively on inversions. The research on the accuracy of inversion prediction

led us to reinterpret the geometrical rules of the paired-end mapping pattern generated

by an inversion and the related spurious signal that should be eliminated. Hence, a con-

tribution of this work is the bolstering of the mathematical theoretical framework of

inversion prediction [Lee et al., 2008] that has allowed us to increase the constrictions

of clustering algorithms behind the PEM prediction methods. In particular, one of the

original ideas is the deduction of the sum rule [Rule 1.2 in chapter 2]. This rule con-

stricts the differences of sum-coordinate among all pemi (pemi++ or pemi−− on each

case) spanning a same inversion breakpoint within the variation range of the length

fragment distribution ( |∆Lfi|). It represents an important extra criteria for the cluster-

ing constrictions that increases the sensitivity for the detection of complex patterns in

region where the signal could come from real inversion, but also from spurious signals

frequently associated to the forming mechanism [Onishi-Seebacher and Korbel, 2011;

Lucas Lledó and Cáceres, 2013].

The improvement of the PEM rules has already been used on the collaboration to

develop another pipeline of algorithms called PeSV-Fischer that uses a combination of

patterns, based on paired-reads and read-depth strategies, for the detection of CNVs,

translocations (intra and inter chromosomal), and inversions [Escaramís et al., 2013].

PeSV-Fisher has been designed with the aim to facilitate the identification of somatic

variation, and, as such, it is capable of analyzing two or more samples simultaneously,

producing a list of non-shared variants between samples (see Appendix B).

Apart from this, the first remarkable result of the thesis is the development of

GRIAL, a new tool based on a PEM hard-clustering algorithm to predict and refine the

breakpoints of inversions as accurately as possible. The improvement in the "sensitiv-

ity" (proportion of true breakpoints correctly predicted), the "specificity" (proportion
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of false rearrangements which are correctly identified as such), and the average "preci-

sion" attained in the breakpoint refining has been emphasized in a subsequent study

[Lucas Lledó and Cáceres, 2013]. In this work, GRIAL showed the best performance

in inversion prediction compared with other SV-detecting algorithms, using a series

of simulation data to look for the optimal sequencing strategy to detect inversion by

the paired-end mapping method. In addition, with real fosmid PEM sequence data,

we have also reported high accuracy, specificity and sensitivity in the inversion pre-

diction compared to other algorithms. The result of the pairwise comparison showed

that the power of detection between the different programs is similar, and most of the

predictions not matching those of GRIAL were identified as a previous filtered region

attending to our PEM reliability criteria and many have been shown to be false. Also as

an example of the contribution of GRIAL to a higher specificity thank to its more con-

strict geometrical rules, there are many regions where the PEM pattern does not point

to an specific inversion, and thus GRIAL does not make any prediction, although there

are PEM signals. On the contrary, the unique predictions in GRIAL confirm the con-

tribution of the GRIAL strategy to increase the power of low support prediction, since

GRIAL, unlike other algorithms, can compute the lowest PEM supported pattern con-

sidering the PEM signal of the two breakpoints together, detecting more inversions in

regions with low coverage.

The capacity of GRIAL’s higher sensitivity to improve the precision of the inver-

sion prediction by PEM methods is an important contribution. However, one of the

main problems of inversion detection is the high number of false positive predictions.

This is caused by genomic locations that can generate discordant PEM patterns similar

to the inversion signal, including regions rich on segmental duplications in different

orientations, or sequence differences between inverted repeats among individuals, due

for example to gene conversion processes.

The advantage of GRIAL is that thanks to the refinement of breakpoints to a small

interval, a good estimate of the expected support for a real inversion can be calculated

and those prediction not fulfilling the expected threshold can be discarded. Therefore,

one of the most relevant characteristic of GRIAL is that it not only improves the rules

for predict and refine the breakpoint accurately, but it also provides two probability
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scores for assigning reliability to each candidate prediction: (i) the DS-score, the proba-

bility of the observed PEM "Discordant Support" attending to the size of the inversion

and the characterestics of the breakpoints, and (ii) the D/C-score, the probability to

observe the "Discoradant/Concordant" PEM ratio if there was a real inversion. More-

over, in well covered regions, the D/C-score can be used to predict the heterozygosity

of genomic inversions and estimate the genotype of each individual.

GRIAL scores are the main tool to eliminate false positive predictions. The com-

parison takingin to account the GRIAL+ predictions (the most reliable result from

the GRIAL standard version) shows that GRIAL+ result is a high quality prediction

of inversions. The result of the benchmarking using validated inversions and error-

prone identified locations, shows the important contribution of the classification of the

prediction by their reliability score and the reporting of the most credible predictions

dataset. GRIAL+ outperforms all the other compared programs in all measured pa-

rameters of reliability. Attending to the efficiency of detection of validated inversions

(the relation between the number of predictions made and the number of inversions

detected), GRIAL+ with a 0.95 of efficiency give the best result. The accuracy of

each algorithm was also tested through the fraction of well-located breakpoints (over-

lap between the predicted and the validated breakpoints) from the total of predictions

successfully detecting an inversion. In this aspect, the best performance also was from

GRIAL+, with 0.89, meaning that it is more likely to find real breakpoints within

GRIAL+ predictions than in the other program predictions. Finally, GRIAL also

achieves much higher accuracy than the other algorithms in refining the breakpoints,

because it has the minor median error distance of the predicted breakpoint boundaries

to the real ones.

Furthermore, the important contribution of the GRIAL strategy was especially il-

lustrated by the good performance of the quality filter. GRIAL+ results are the least

erroneous data used, both in the number of predictions using wrong PEM signal and

the quantity of those PEM used as support for predictions. The advantage of the scoring

process is shown by the drastic reduction of the number of predictions in this unreli-

able regions almost by half in the GRIAL+ dataset, where the 89% of the wrong PEM
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that points to incorrect inversions is filtered out. This data allow us to estimate the sen-

sitivity of the scoring and filtering process for GRIAL+ compared to the default result

from GRIAL. The true positive rate (TPR) of 0.96 and the false discovery rate (FDR)

of 0.51 of GRIAL+, confirms the acceptable performance of the filtering process and

proves that our high quality result keeps the sensitivity of prediction higher than 90%

and reduces by half the number of false predictions.

Finally, it is important mention that although the NGS data simulations suggest

that GRIAL performs well also with this data, in this case still some work remains to

be done to make reliable predictions from repetitive sequences.

5.2 Obtaining a reliable prediction of inversions in the hu-
man genome

In the second objective of this thesis, we aimed to generate reliable polymorphic in-

version predictions from available PEM data in the human genome by using GRIAL.

The goal was to create a data set of accurately predicted inversions with the greatest

certainty that is possible.

Despite that NGS technology has generated a great amount of available PEM data,

and even that GRIAL perform well in NGS simulated data [Lucas Lledó and Cáceres,

2013], this thesis mainly considered genomic data from the Human Genome Structural

Variation Project [Eichler et al., 2006] of fosmid PEM libraries of 9 HapMap individuals

that was previously described in [Kidd et al., 2008]. This data was generated by Sanger

sequencing and the increased average read length, sequence quality and paired-end cor-

respondence increases mapping power. This type of data is the most suitable for the

hard-clustering algorithms, because the uniquely mapping of reads is favored and the

challenge of managing NGS shorter reads data is surpassed [Lucas Lledó and Cáceres,

2013; Onishi-Seebacher and Korbel, 2011; Bashir et al., 2010].

Notwithstanding that this strategy of sequencing offers a low coverage of the genome,

the main value of this data resides also in the relative large insert-size of the template

fosmids (∼40 kb) used for PEM. Although some small inversions should be more diffi-

cult to detect because these events could be completely encompassed by the insert-size,
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the capacity of detection of the bigger and most interesting events is greatly enhanced

because the (∼40 kb) fragments could span big inverted repeats at the breakpoint loci

[Lucas Lledó and Cáceres, 2013]. It is widely recognized that most of the relatively

large polymorphic inversions in the human genome are flanked by highly identical in-

verted segmental duplications [Feuk, 2010; Pang et al., 2013; Kidd et al., 2010]. Another

reason for this choice is the availability of, beside the PEM data, the information of full-

length sequenced fosmids that possibilitate to validate some predictions by sequence

comparison at nucleotide resolution [Kidd et al., 2008, 2010; Eichler et al., 2006] The

prediction of GRIAL resulted in a total of 636 inversions, among which there are 220

34.6% predictions in which both breakpoints were detected and 416 65.4% supported

by the detection of only one breakpoint. The using of the 9 PEM libraries as a unique

merged dataset, allowed us to predict 201 inversions that are supported by just one

fosmid PEM in each breakpoint or supported by two PEM from different individuals.

These inversions were not detected in the previous analysis of this data set and several of

them have been experimental validated. Thus, this work is the most complete analysis

of inversions from this data.

The total inversions were located just within 306 regions of overlap. In the GRIAL

analysis it was computed the complexity of the inversion regions and around ∼48% of

the predictions where classified as simple regions in which only one putative inversion

might be present, ∼ 13% as low-complexity regions, in which it may exist a maxi-

mum of two putative inversions, and ∼39% as high-complexity regions in which there

appears to be above three putative inversions. So far, this complexity has not an expla-

nation. However, our analysis leads us to suspect that most of them are problematic

regions. For example, one interesting observation is that the high complex predictions

are mostly related with gaps in the human reference assembly.

The most reliable dataset was obtained mainly based on the two scores implemented

in the GRIAL pipeline. After applying the filtering to disregard the statistically unre-

liable results, 65.09% of the predictions were classified as false discoveries and were

filtered out. The final GRIAL+ (high quality) dataset that can be used for more con-

fidence analysis is composed just by 222 (34.91%) reliable predictions. This is an im-

portant result because it is pointing out that the number of false positives on inversions
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predicted from PEM data is extremely high. A good example of the value of this work

is the collaboration in the recent study [Aguado et al. 2013 submitted (appendix C)],

where these data have already been used for the experimental analysis of inversion can-

didates and for the exhaustive characterization of inversions at the population level.

5.3 The first human polymorphic inversion database

In the third objective of this thesis we have considered the task of designing the first

database of polymorphic inversions in the human genome that combines all the freely

available published information from different studies that have human inversions as

a subject. The goal is to obtain a comprehensive catalogue of non-redundant or po-

tentially different predictions of inversion, and for each particular event, collect all the

associated information derived from their detailed study.

The result achieved is InvFEST, a database created by integrating data from multiple

sources that has been totally implemented as a MySQL multidimensional database with

its internal functions and stored procedures to manage the information. InvFEST has

a web interface implemented both in PHP and HTML+Ajax that make the database

readily accessible online at http://invfestdb.uab.cat through a user-friendly query en-

gine and a complete report for each inversion.

As a database for compilation and analysis purposes, the data model follows a par-

ticular snowflake schema, that centralizes all the information in the inversion entity

table, and this table is multiply-connected to all dimensions of information of inter-

est. The other important feature of InvFEST is the implementation of an automatic

merging engine for the input data (Online Analytical Processing (OLAP)). Both char-

acteristics are the main technical value of the project. The whole process is completely

implemented as MySQL stored procedures within the InvFEST database, and thus the

database is easily scalable by adding new studies into the existing set of inversions.

The merging strategy used in InvFEST for incorporating a new prediction is based

on the overlapping of both corresponding breakpoints to the existing information

within the database, always taking into account the resolution (error) of the method-

ology by which each prediction was obtained. This merging process identifies whether
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the new prediction represents additional supporting evidence of an already existing

inversion, or if it corresponds to an evidence of a completely new inversion to be in-

serted as an independent entry into the database. The strategy of merging predictions

also improves the non-redundant inversion dataset. Particularly, some complex regions

in which big inversions encompass small ones, or regions where several segmental du-

plications are pointing to different putative inversion breakpoints could be clarified.

The main contribution of the InvFEST database is the comprehensive catalogue

and the high-quality dataset of human inversions. At this moment, InvFEST combines

information from 34 different studies that contribute all type of data of interest, includ-

ing inversion predictions, validations, and other relevant information. The database

reports as current non-redundant dataset, 1092 candidate inversions, of which only 85

have been validated experimentally. This result shows that it remains much work to do

in terms of the experimental validation of inversions. However, if false and unreliable

predictions are excluded, the total number of inversions is reduced to 617. There are

51 false inversions representing genome assembly errors, PEM errors, or other types

of SVs, which are maintained in the database to make possible the tracking of these

incorrect predictions in past or future studies. The large-scale detection methods con-

tribute to 98% of the total number of the current catalogued inversions in InvFEST.

However, they show a small overlap among their predictions, with the majority of in-

versions 82% being predicted only by one study, and almost half of them are either

unreliable or false. This exemplifies the high false-positive discovery rate of these large-

scale detection methods and suggests that there may be diverse biases in each prediction

strategy.

It is expected that this database will become a central repository of human inversion

information and will be a useful tool for researchers of many diverse fields interested in

inversions. Currently, it is already a very valuable resource for the experimental work

carried out in the laboratory and will increase exponentially as all the new information

generated is incorporated.
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5.4 Description of human inversion polymorphisms

In the last objective of this thesis we aimed to summarize the descriptive analysis of

the genetic pattern of the current information about inversion polymorphisms in hu-

man genomes. This work updates both the size and the chromosomic distribution of

polymorphic inversions in the human genome. And also it suggests the answer to the

question of to what extent inversions are potentially associated with genomic functional

elements.

An important information extracted from the current polymorphic inversions cat-

alogue is that the association between the number of inversion and the size of the chro-

mosome and the number of SDs in the chromosome is more complex than a simple

positive correlation. Therefore, it is possible that some other feature, for example re-

combination hotspot or chromosome architecture could be another factors explaining

this distribution. The current information of inversions shows other interesting trends

such that the bigger inversions have low minor allele frequency, and that the distribu-

tion of lengths shows a size average considerably below the theoretically expected. This

preliminary description also shows that real inversions are not likely to affect genes, but

there are several cases of inversions breaking genes. Thus the current inversions around

a gene regions that have not experimentally validated yet is a very interesting research

target.
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CHAPTER 6

GENERAL CONCLUSIONS

The main goals of the thesis were successfully achieved through three independent

projects, from which the general conclusions are:

1. The study of inversion predictions by paired-end mapping indicates that there is

a high degree of false positives and that more rigorous analysis are needed for the

reliable detection of this particular type of structural variant.

2. New geometrical rules based on inversion specific characteristic have been de-

duced to identify precisely the paired-end mapping that support a given inversion

and refine the region of the breakpoints more accurately.

3. We have implemented a new algorithm named GRIAL, based on the previous

geometrical rules, that is designed to predict inversions from paired-end mapping

data. In addition, by using a combination of scores it has been possible to avoid

most of the error signals, reducing drastically the false positive rate for inversion

predictions.

4. By comparison with other available programs, we have shown that GRIAL has a

higher specificity and breakpoint precision in inversion prediction.
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5. We have obtained an accurate and reliable set of predicted inversions, from fosmid

data of 9 individuals, which has already proven its value as useful data source for

subsequent experimental studies. In addition, we have shown that the use of

a unique merged dataset of paired-end mapping data from different individuals

enhances the power of detection of inversions at low coverage.

6. We have successfully created InvFEST, the first database specific for human poly-

morphic inversions, through the automatic and scalable integration of data from

multiple sources, ranging from large-scale detection studies to targeted valida-

tions. This database represents the most reliable catalogue of polymorphic inver-

sions in the human genome.

7. Our analysis of the current list of human inversions shows that there is a low

overlap between the inversion predictions from different studies. This suggests

that the map of inversions in the human genome is still incomplete and many of

the current predictions are low reliable.

8. Genomic distribution of inversions is correlated with the size of the chromosome

and its content in inverted segmental duplications, although there are interest-

ing exceptions. Inversion length distribution is clearly smaller than expected by

chance, and bigger inversions tend to have a lower frequency of the minor allele.
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APPENDIX A

TABLE OF GENES
POTENTIALLY AFFECTED BY

THE INVERSIONS

This relation of genes are potentially affected by putative inversions, and represent in-

teresting regions for experimental validation.
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A. TABLE OF GENES POTENTIALLY AFFECTED BY THE INVERSIONS

Table A.1: Genes potentially affected by inversions.

Gene symbol Inversion effect
CTRB1 breaks and exchange the gene sequence with another gene

affected
CTRB2 breaks the gene and exchange their sequence with another

gene affected
KLK7 breaks and reoders the coding sequence within the gene
CRTAP breaks and reoders the coding sequence within the gene
ARHGEF34P breaks the gene and exchange their sequence with another

gene affected
LOC154761 breaks the gene and exchange their sequence with another

gene affected
MARCH1 breaks the gene and exchange their sequence with another

gene affected
SORCS2 breaks the gene and exchange their sequence with another

gene affected
VIPR2 breaks the gene
KIF27 breaks the gene
MTDH breaks the gene and exchange their sequence with another

gene affected
IKBKB breaks the gene and exchange their sequence with another

gene affected
MOB2 breaks the gene
CES1P1 breaks the gene and exchange their sequence with another

gene affected
COL24A1 breaks the gene and exchange their sequence with another

gene affected
LOC100506023 breaks the gene and exchange their sequence with another

gene affected
ZNF385B breaks and reoder the coding sequence within the gene
CHN1 breaks the gene
COG7 breaks the gene
CACNA1C breaks the gene
DDX11-AS1 breaks the gene
CYP4F12 breaks the gene and exchange their sequence with another

gene affected
CYP4F24P breaks the gene and exchange their sequence with another

gene affected
LINC00910 breaks the gene

Continued on next page
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Table A.1 – continued from previous page
Gene symbol Inversion effect

LINC00854 breaks the gene
CES1P2 breaks the gene and exchange their sequence with another

gene affected
TSPEAR breaks and reoders the coding sequence within the gene
ANTXRL breaks the gene
CARD8 breaks the gene
APOL4 breaks the gene and exchange their sequence with another

gene affected
APOL1 breaks the gene and exchange their sequence with another

gene affected
AKR1C1 breaks the gene and exchange their sequence with another

gene affected
AKR1C2 breaks the gene and exchange their sequence with another

gene affected
STK31 breaks and reoders the coding sequence within the gene
LOC441242 breaks the gene
C9orf129 breaks the gene
AQPEP breaks and reoders the coding sequence within the gene
LINC00395 breaks the gene
HERC2 breaks the gene
ZNF257 breaks the gene
CD177 breaks the gene
FAAH2 breaks and reoders the coding sequence within the gene
NBPF3 breaks the gene
HERC2P3 breaks the gene
RNU6-81P breaks the gene
SMA4 breaks the gene
FAM21C breaks and reoders the coding sequence within the gene
NOMO1 breaks the gene
SPANXA2-OT1 breaks the gene
CLEC1B breaks the gene and exchange their sequence with another

gene affected
CLEC9A breaks the gene and exchange their sequence with another

gene affected
CST9L breaks the gene
ZNF100 breaks the gene
VPS13A breaks the gene and exchange their sequence with another

gene affected
Continued on next page
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A. TABLE OF GENES POTENTIALLY AFFECTED BY THE INVERSIONS

Table A.1 – continued from previous page
Gene symbol Inversion effect

GNA14 breaks the gene and exchange their sequence with another
gene affected

CES1 breaks the gene
LOC399815 breaks the gene and exchange their sequence with another

gene affected
C10orf88 breaks the gene and exchange their sequence with another

gene affected
GPIHBP1 breaks the gene
TNFRSF10D breaks the gene and exchange their sequence with another

gene affected
TNFRSF10C breaks the gene and exchange their sequence with another

gene affected
SLC41A3 breaks the gene and exchange their sequence with another

gene affected
ALDH1L1 breaks the gene and exchange their sequence with another

gene affected
CMYA5 breaks and reoders the coding sequence within the gene
ANTXRLP1 breaks the gene and exchange their sequence with another

gene affected
CCDC144B breaks the gene
SRP54 breaks and reoders the coding sequence within the gene
NR2F2-AS1 breaks and reoders the coding sequence within the gene
BRD7 breaks and reoders the coding sequence within the gene
TAOK1 breaks and reoders the coding sequence within the gene
YES1 breaks and reoders the coding sequence within the gene
EFR3B breaks and reoders the coding sequence within the gene
TSGA10 breaks and reoders the coding sequence within the gene
PCNT breaks and reoders the coding sequence within the gene
COL23A1 breaks and reoders the coding sequence within the gene
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APPENDIX B

PESV-FISHER: IDENTIFICATION
OF SOMATIC AND

NON-SOMATIC STRUCTURAL
VARIANTS USING NEXT

GENERATION SEQUENCING
DATA

Contribution: The work of this thesis contributed to this paper by the study of the

theoretical framework of PEM, and the deduction of rules for accurate prediction of

breakpoints of different types of structural variants.
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APPENDIX C

VALIDATION AND
GENOTYPING OF MULTIPLE

HUMAN POLYMORPHIC
INVERSIONS MEDIATED BY

INVERTED REPEATS REVEALS A
HIGH DEGREE OF

RECURRENCE

Contribution: The work of this thesis contributed to this paper by the creation of a

highly reliable dataset of inversions with their breakpoints accurately refined, that were

used as candidates to experimental validation. In addition, for each of the validated

inversions the PEM support for the standard and inverted orientation was calculated

and compared to the genotypes observed by inverse PCR.
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